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MONEY TO LOAN!
MONEY TO LOAN, on first mnrte»p> securities in sums not less than $1,000 
Titles examined and abstracts furnished. 
Farm land for sale- L,w office. A. R Me 
INTIRE, opposite Court House, Mt. Vernon 
Ohio.
lUUKUKh k-M ► ► ► k ► ► I
Pltomsiom CARDS.
W. E. G R A N T,
»TTOll\rV-AT-I.AW.
OFFICE Room No. 2, Woodward O,>era House ilutiding, Mt Vernon. Ohio.
oct3l tf
S. It. GOTS1I.1 L.D,




OFFICE over Knox County Savings Bank, Mt Vernon, Ohio. novltf
A. It. IIcIATIIIF.
ATTORNEY AM) COUNSELLOR AT 
LAW.
OFFICE opposite the Court House. Mt Vernon, Ohio ISjatiOI
Cut Down Expenses/*
H- I). CrfVlCIIFIKLD H. C. Devin.
Fritch field «& Devin,
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW. Office over 
-/a. Stauffer's Clot It i* g Store, North side 
Public Square, Mt. Vernon, O. HjtnH
W. C. Coopkb. Frank Moorf.
COOPER & MOORE.
Attorneys at law. office n_» Main street, Mt. Vernon. O.
Money to Loan. Insurance to Sell.
C. W. McKkk. Guy A. WbIoiit.
McKEE & WRIGHT,
( t ENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS. Of- fice 8. W. cor. Public Square and High street.
PHYSICIANS.
DR. E. R. EGGLESTON,Office and Residence, 211 North Main street. Mt Vernon, Ohio.
Office Hours—2 to 4 p. in.
Telephone calls —Home company, No.. 39;
Bell company, No. 32.
K. CONAdD, M. D.,
Homk >PATHic Physician and Surgeon. 
Office in the Woodward Block. Resi­
dence—Gambier Street.
Office Hours—8 to 10 a m,2 to 4 and 5
to 8 p m. 24aprly
JOIIN E RUSSELL, M. D ,
SURGEON AND PHYSICIAN,
Office—Westside of Main street,four doors
north of Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio. 
Telephone No. 74.
Residence—East Gambier street. Tele­
phone 73 29tept87
DR. GEORGE B. BUNN, 
T>HY3ICIAN AND SURGEON,
Room 3, Rogers’ Block, Ill South Main 
8treet, Mt. Vernon. Ohio.
All professional calls by day or night 
promptly responded to. June
T. BENT COTTOX,
VETERINARY SURGEON.
Professor of Veterinary Dentistry.Residence 408 East Front street- Of­
fice corner Main and Front street, Mt. Ver­
non, O.
Examinations free. Home telephone
No. 228.
PATENTS.
Solicitors and attorneys— FOR—
u. S. AND FOREIGN PATENTS
AXI) PATENT LAW CASES.
BUBRIDOK A CO.,
127 Superior Street opposite American,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.





Meetings for the Examination of 
Teachers will be held at the 
School Room,
Central Building, Mt. Vernon,
The Second Saturday of Every Mouth,
And the Last Saturday of September 
October, November, February 
arch and April.
Examinations Will Commence at 8:30 o’clock 
L. D oticbrake, Frest.,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
L. B.-Houck, lerk,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio. 
S. H. Xaharry,
Cent art Ur t, Ohio.
O.l wav tiokbts A«« aOLO
At 11 Cents a Mile
FROM (HI HOK’M OV«R TMI
louisvillc a nashvill* «.
To individuals on the First Tuesday, and 
to parties of seven or more on the Third 
Tuesday of each month, to nearly all 
points in the South ; and on special dates 
Excursion Tickets are sold at a little 
more than One Fare for the round trip. 
For fall information write to
JACKSON SMITH, Div. Pass, azl, Ciscmati, 0. 
C. P. ATMORE, Qfii’l Pass. Ajt., Louisville, Ky.
SENT FREE.
Write for County Map of the South to 
either of the above named gentlemen, 
or to P. Sin Jones, Pass. Agent, in charge ot Immigration, Birmingham, Ala.
A woman knows what a bargain 
r really is. She knows better than a man. 
| “ BAT ILE AX ” is selected every time 
r by wives who buy tobacco for their hus­
bands. They select it because it is an honest 
bargain. It is the biggest in size, the 
smallest in price, and the best in quality. 
The 5 cent piece is almost as large as the 
10 cent piece of other high grade brands.
A
UESTINY OF DOLLARS!
. . Gold or Sil ver . .
The intense question. Everybody must deal with 
it, at the same time be it one or the other. How7 
to spend your dollar wisely is a study of economy. 
We can show7 you the buying capacity of your 
money if not at the ratio of
SIXTEEN TO ON
WE WILL GIVE YOU
TWO HOLLARS FOR ONE!
We arc offering Suits (broken lots) for $4, $5, SB, 
$8 and $10. True values $15, $12,$10, $8 and $6. 
If we have your size and you do not require a 
suit, it will pay you to invest. Our pants at 75c, 
$1.00 and $1.50 never rip. A new pair for every 
one that does is the kind for hard usage. For 
dress the all-wool at $2, $2.50 and $3. Former 
prices $4 to $4.50. You will save money by buy­
ing your furnishings from us, Our summer 
Shirts, Underwear, Neckware, Hosiery, Sus­
penders, Straw Hats. Light Weight Summer 
Coats, Sweaters, Belts, Whitt Vests, Bathing 
Suits, Collars, Cuffs, are all here in abundance. 
Children’s Suits, .odd Pants and Shirt Waists. 
Low prices prevail. Handsome Clocks free. 
Balls, Bats, Wagons for the Boys.
STADLER,
The One Price Clothier, Hatter and Furnisher, S. W. Corner Public 
Square and Main St.
THE KEY 10 SOCCESS •v-%.
Is merit, and with that key we reach the confi­
dence of the public. If this sounds like boast­
ing, here are the goods for your most critical 
examination, and no one need buy what they 
do not want. Our special aim is to make you 
want the
And we hope to do it simply by inducing you to 
visit our store and see for yourself how fully our 
furniture justifies the praises of those who buy 
of us.
Bed Room Suite for $12, worth $16. 
Sideboards, $18, worth >25.
Stands, $4. worth $11.
Rockers, $3, worth $6.
JOHN A. SPITZER,




WE WAIT TO IMPRESS TO VOIR 1I1ADS
THE FACT THAT WE HAVE NOW IN STOCK 
A COMPLETE LINE OF
French, English, Scotchand German
T
AND A HANDSOMER LINE OF PIECE CLOTHS 
HAS NEVER GRACED OUR TABLES.
It’s a settled fact that we have more than double tne variety of 
other tailoring establishments combined can allow, conseuqent- 





is starved blood. It shows itself 
in pale cheeks, white lips, weak 
digestion, no appetite, exhaus­
tion, lack of nerve force, soft 
muscles, and, chief of all, weak 
muscles. Your doctor calls it 
Anaemia. He will tell you that 
the weakening weather of sum­
mer often brings it on.
Scotts
Emulsion
of Cod-liver Oil with Hypo­
phosphites, will make poor blood 
rich. It is a food for over-taxed 
and weak digestion, so prepared 
that it can easily be taken in 
summer when Cod-liver Oil or 
even ordinary foods might repel.
SCOTT & BOWNE, J New York
For sale at 50c. and ?i.uo by all druggists.





less than 20 min­
utes and with : 
scarcely any pain ! 




DID NOT SUFFER AFTERWARD.—
tWSentby Express or mall, on receipt of price,
81.00 per bottle. Book "TO MOTHERS’* 
mailed free. t
BBADF1KLU REGULATOR CO., ATLANTA, GA.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
Deputy u.
Columbus,
THE BEST WASH BLUE !N USE.
the American Ball Blue
is not poisonous or injurious to health 
or fabrics. It is the delight of tho laund­
ress, aids in bleaching and gives the 
washing a rich and elegant hue. Be­
ware of imitations. Ask your gr-'-er for the
AMERICAN BALL E«^JE
and be sure you get the genuine 
article, which has a red stripe in the 
middle of the package.
Just Right—
Just enough of the leaf 
for the liver — just 
enough shrub for the 
stomach — just enough 
root and bark for the 
bowels —just right. 
That’s the combination 
in Paragon Tea.
If you’ve never tried 
it you may not know 
how much vitality and 
health each dose imparts.
Sold by druggists. 25 cents. Prepared by 
S. R. Feil & Co., Chemists, Cleveland, O.
‘told at H. M. Green's Drug Store
is a
r luxury, 1 ’ 
but within ( ) 
the means of I ) 
Accept no < 1 
Substitutes. 1 )w Send name and address for . 
booklet, "Mrs. Pupkins'Thanks- , I 
Sjraense, N. Y. I I




















25c. ano 50c. Per Bottle.
50c. size 2JX times larger than 25c. size. 
NO RELI&F, NO8PAY.
HERB MEDICINE CO.,







WHEN iOU BUY A
GRAH SPECIAL BICYCLE
BICYCLES SENT ON APPROVAL. Send tor Catalogue. 
Second-hand wheels from $20 to $4 0.
WM. GRAH. COLUMBUS, O.
NATIONAL POLITICAL MUSEUM.
Manager Hanna: “Ladies and Gentlemen—In presenting the only 
living ‘Mortgage Candidate’ in captivity, let me ask you to observe that I 
hold him lightly by this little string—between the thumb and forefinger, 
so to speak. Don’t be afraid; a little child can lead him. ”
—St. Louis Republic.
GENEROUS BANKERS. WALL STREET ANARCHISTS.
IN AJML
The Silver Question Im­
partially Stated.
Facts Taken Fropi Accept­
ed History.
Showing How the Conspiracy of the 
Gold Operators to Demonetize Sil­
ver Was Accomplished Without the 
Knowledge of the People, and the 
Ruin it Has Wrought.
They Come to the Rescue of the Gov­
ernment, But They Have a 
Motive in it.
‘‘Many Democrats observe with grati­
fication the fact that Eastern bankers 
are restoring the gold reserve and obvi­
ating the necessity of a bond issue,” 
said Senator Faulkner, Chairman of the 
Democratic Congressional Committee, 
“but, at the same time, they arc asking 
the question why such action was not 
taken upon former occasions when a 
crisis occurred and bond irsues thus pre­
vented. They realize the fact that the 
Eastern bankers are coming nobly to 
the rescue of the Treasury’, but it is from 
a consciousness that if they did not and 
another bond issue should be necessary 
Mr. Bryan would be placed in the White 
House without the slightest effort and 
by a crushing majority.
“In this connection they also ask the 
question, will these bankers come to the 
rescue of the Treasury again if Mr. Bry­
an is not elected? The answer that sug­
gests itself is: They probably will not.
“The fact of the matter is,” continued 
Senator Faulkner, “the question of bond 
issues by the Government in time of 
peace is having more force in this cam­
paign than any thing else. The people 
are aroused upon that subject. The fi­
nancial question is to be the issue be­
tween the two parties. It is no use to 
try to dodge this fact, and any man pro­
posing to talk in the campaign, whether 
upon the stump or in committee work, 
who takes the tariff for his subject will 
not receive an audience. The people 
want to talk about money; they want to 
hear about it, and those who have not 
already made up their minds upon the 
subject desire to be instructed. General 
Harrison realized this fact when he said 
in his communication a few days ago 
that the tariff was on the sidetrack.
“The Democratic party has not made 
the issue between aggregate wealth, cor­
porate influence and the masses of the 
people. The issue has been made by 30 
years of legislation in the interests of 
capital and wealth and corporate influ­
ence, which is controlled by wealth. 
Neither should it be said that the Dem­
ocratic party is arrayed against wealth 
and capital. It only takes the position 
that wealth and capital should be placed 
upon the same plane as the interests of 
the people, and should share with them, 
without advantage or without prejudice, 
the benefits of legislation.”
AN ARGUMENT.
That Knocked Out the Ministerial 
Looking Man. 
[Crawfordsville (Ind.) 8tar.]
A ministerial looking man was hav* 
ing his say on the street corner to a 
group of eager listeners, and he was 
making an argument in support of the 
gold standard. “We must wait for free 
coinage of gold and silver until we can 
have an international agreement,” he 
said. Then the fut man asked permiss­
ion to offer a few questions.
“I understand you are a member of 
the church?” he inquired, “a preacher of 
the Gospel, am I right?”
“Yes sir, you are right; I am a preach­
er of the Gospel and I did come out on 
the Lord’s side at the age of 1(3 years- 
Well, what then.”
- “You thought you did right in so 
coming out, didn’t you, and do you yet 
think so?” persisted the fat man.
“Why, certainly; what are you driving 
at?” replied the ministerial looking 
gold man with asperity.
“Oh, nothing, except I wonder why 
you did not put off this thing of coming 
out on the Lord's side till by internation­
al agreement all the heathen in the 
world would do the same thing?’’
The crowd laughed and the gold bug 
lied.
With true bi-metall ism, with the 
mints of the United States open freely 
to gold and silver alike, labor will be 
found for every idle band, prosperity 
will return to every bumble home— 
Canton Democrat.
Their Control of the Nation’s Money 
to Create Panics and Force 
Bond Issues.
The charge that the American Bank­
ers’ Association was responsible for the 
panic of three years ago, has been es­
tablished by the bringing to light of the 
circular issued March 12, 1893, by the 
Association. It reveals the most dam­
nable plot ever invented by conspirators 
to create suffering among the people for 
the purpose of profit. Note particularly 
the portion of the circular in italics. It 
is as follows:
Dear sir—The interest of national 
bankers require immediate financial leg­
islation by congress. Silver, silver cer­
tificates and treasury notes, must be re­
tired and national bank notes upon a 
gold basis made the only money. This 
will require the authorization of from 
$590,000,000 to $1,000,000,000 of new 
bonds as a basis of circulation. You 
will at once retire one third of your circu­
lation, and call in one half of your loam. 
Be careful to make a money stringency 
felt among your patrons, especially among 
influential business men. Advocate an 
extra session of congress for the repeal 
of the purchasing clause of the Sherman 
law, and act with the other banks of 
your city in securing a large petition to 
congress for its unconditional repeal, 
per accompanying form. Use personal 
influence with congressmen, and partic­
ularly, let your wishes be known to your 
senators. The future life of national 
banks, as fixed and safe inxestments, de­
pends upon immediate action, as there 
is an increasing sentiment in favor of 
government legal tender notes and sil­
ver coinage.
The Silver Party’s Appeal.
“National Committse of the ) 
National Silver Party,
“Sr. Louis, July 24, 1E9G. )
“to the American people: Inasmuch 
as it has been charged upon the Nation­
al Silver party assembled in St. Louis 
that we are a convention of repudiators, 
revolutionists and Anarchists, we submit 
the following to the candid judgment 
of the people:
“In our delegations are four veterans 
of our Mexican War, 49 ex-Confederates 
and 196 Union Army veterans of the 
late war.
“Of the 731 delegates attending, 9 are 
Prohibitionists, 49 are Populists, 1-443 
Democrats and 526 are Republicans.
“Under this composition of the con­
vention we appeal to all true patriots 
without regard to previous pary affilia­
tion, to vote for Hon. Win. J. Bryan for
President and Hon. Arthur Sewall for*
Vice President of the United States. A 
result of their election will be the resto­
ration of free coinage for silver on equal 
terms with gold, providing thereby a 
growing volume of money, which will 
tend to disseminate rather than to aggre­
gate wealth, which will relieve the pres­
ent profound depression and replace it 
with a wide prosperity.
“We urge you to unite upon this tick­
et as your sole hope of escape from the 
rigors of a grinding gold monopoly.
“Our’s is a poor man’s campaign. We 
therefore call for contributions toward 
legitimate expenses, the same to be sent 
to Wm. P. St. Johh, Treasurer, at 121 
East Thirty-fourth street, New York City 
Contributions of $1 or more will be reg­
ularly acknowledged.
How's This!
We offer One Hundred Dollars reward 
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be 
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. Cheney Co., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. 
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and be­
lieve him perfectly honorable in all bus­
iness transactions and financially able to 
carry out any obligations made by their 
firm.
West Truax, Wholesale Druggists, 
Toledo, O. Waldino, Kinnan, <t Mar­
yin, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter­
nally, acting upon the blood and mu- 
cuos surfaces of the system. Testimo­
nials sent free. Price 75c. per bottle. 
Sold by all Druggists.
A bet of $10,000 has been offered in 
New York that nine States cannot be 
named that will vote for McKinley.
There are many people who do 
not understand what this silver agita­
tion is about. The following plain state­
ment of the question is taken from the 
Cincinnati Enquirer:
The sole question upon which the 
contest for four years’ control of the 
Federal Government will be made, in 
November, is whether our money sys­
tem shall l>e based upon gold and silver, 
or upon gold alone. The Republican 
parly has declared for the gold standard 
while the Democratic party has declared 
for independent and equal bimetallism, 
at the present ratio. The Republican 
party will be reinforced by Grover 
Cleveland and his adherents, and by 
foreign and domestic banking institu­
tions of New York and the other great 
cities, with their clients. The Demo­
cratic party will be reinforced by the 
earnest advocates of free coinage, with­
out regard to previous party affiliations. 
The temporary calm which is following 
the storm at Chicago, affords a favora­
ble opportunity to present the facts 
which underlie the controversy. In 
doing this, we will state only what is ac­
cepted history.
Iu 1873 a small number of gold oper­
ators in Europe and America succeeded 
in securing the closing of the mints of 
the United States to the coinage of sil­
ver, which, equally with gold, is named 
in the Constitution as a money metal. 
Until that time the mints of the United 
States had always been open to free and 
unlimited coinage of both metals on 
equal terms. Without a suggestion 
from any portion of the people, and 
without notice to them, without any 
debate on the subject in either House 
of Congress, or the slightest reference to 
this mighty and far-reaching change in 
the law. silver money was struck down 
in the United States by the stealthy in­
sertion. where it would not be noticed, 
of a provision in a bill of no general in­
terest, to which it was not germane and 
which purported to be a mere revision 
of the laws governing the mechanical 
and administrative operations of the 
mint.
This perfidious legislation was the 
culmination of years of effort on the 
part of the great money lending and 
debt owning class. It doubled every 
debt, reducing the value of the property 
of every debtor one half. The world’s 
total supply of each metal being about 
equal in coin value, the demonetization 
of silver reduced the volume one half, 
and doubled the purchasing power of 
the remaining half. The quantity ot 
all money is the measure of the value of 
all property. The less the quantity of 
money, the mere property each piece of 
money will buy. These are familiar ax­
ioms, which none in good faith deny.
The confiscation of one half of all 
property other than money, for the ben­
efit of those only who deal in the latter, 
was not instantaneous. Values did not 
fall to one half at once;they commenced 
falling gradually, and the decline has 
continued ever since and is still continu­
ing. Gold is the only property which is 
not daily depreciating in value, and is 
therefore hoarded by its owners instead 
of being invested in the varied enter­
prises by which employment could be 
given to the millions now in enforced 
idleness, and profits to the investors. 
Business is paralyzed, and gloom and 
discontent prevail to an alarming ex­
tent-
Efforts to restore free silver coinage 
have only been ballled by temporary 
expedients, which have been reluctant­
ly supported by free silver representa­
tives in Congress in their desire to pre­
serve harmony in their respective par­
ties. If they had acted together on this 
one question, just once, as the advocates 
of the gold standard have invariably 
lone, they would have prevailed in 
1878. The Biand-Allison act of that 
year restored the legal tender quality of 
the silver dollar, but limited coinage; 
the Sherman purchase act of 1890 in­
creased the amount of silver to be pur­
chased and coined, but the command to 
coin it was construed away, and the ac­
cumulation in the treasury of bullion 
thus purchased was given as the reason 
for the repeal of the law, which was ac­
complished in 1893.
Having removed from the statute 
book the last enactment that provided 
for the coinage of any legal tender silver 
money, the enemies of bimetallism de­
ny the legal tender quality of the four 
hundred and thirty millions of sil ver 
dollars now in existence in the payment 
of public obligations. The Secretary of 
the Treasury, following the example of 
his immediate predecessor, and with the 
approval of the President, refuses to use 
silver dollars for redemption purposes, 
although by law every obligation of the 
Government is payable either in silver 
or gold at its option.
The operations of the treasury are 
thus as fully based on gold as though 
the legal tender quality of the silver 
dollars had already been abolished by 
law. We are told that “the endless 
chain” at the Treasury Department will 
continue to revolve so long as the green­
backs or Treasury notes are presented 
for redemption. Neither gold nor silver is 
circulated in this country. It is never 
demanded except for export. For this 
purpose it will be needed so long as we 
buy more than we sell. So long as our 
railroad bonds held in Europe are forced 
upon our market for whatever they will 
bring in greenbacks, just so long will 
these greenbacks be presented at our 
Treasury for redemption on foreign ac­
count. It is not the fe«ar of silver coin­
age that frightens the holders of railroad 
bonds, but the failure of the railroads to 
earn the money with which to pay in­
terest either in gold or in silver. These 
reduced earnings are caused by the low 
prices which make production and man­
ufacture unprofitable. It will be vain to
hope for a balance of trade in our /aww- 
a /dle the discredited bonds of our rail 
roads are a leading article of import.
The Republican party has eagerly 
supported the policy complained of. It 
has zealously upheld the administration 
in the policy of gold redemption and 
the nullification of the law which makes 
silver a legal tender. It has professed 
to believe that the drain on the gold in 
the treasury is the result of diminished 
revenues, although not a dollar of reve­
nue is payable in gold. Its great finan­
cial leader has recently publicly declared 
his approval of all the bond purchases. 
The gold proceeds of bonds sold do not 
leave the Treasury, except in exchange 
for paper dollars to an equal amount. 
The revenues of the Government, with 
the proceeds of the bonds added thereto, 
during Mr Cleveland’s administration, 
have exceeded all the expenses of the 
Government by nearly two hundred 
millions of dollars. This vast surplus 
now in the Treasury is totally ignored by 
the Repulican leaders who claim that 
the Treasury is bankrupt because of in­
sufficient revenues. They have labored 
to add to the burdens of taxation despite 
the existence of the surplus above 
named, the object being to treat the 
greenbacks that have accumulated in 
the Treasury as permanently retired. 
This still further contracts the currency, 
adds to the stringency in the money 
market, and causes a further decline in 
prices.
For all these evils—by which the cur­
rency is contracted, the bouded debt in­
creased, values diminished, business en­
terprises crushed, farm products render­
ed nut worth the freight charges to mar­
ket and general ruin menacing the 
country—th 9 remedy is in the hands of 
the people. The consent of the govern­
ed is about to be asked for a continu­
ance of this state of things. The reply 
will be as becomes a free people fully 
aroused to the wrongs they are suffer 
ing. The Democratic party is every­
where preparing for the contest. Inde­
pendent men outside of the Democratic 
party are preparing with equal energy. 
In union there is strength. The oppo­
nents of the gold standard constitute a 
vast majority of the people if they will 
act together.
The Democratic party lias pledged 
itself to the cause of free silver coinage 
at the ratio of 16 to 1, without consider­
ing the policy or the advice or wish­
es of any other nation, and places the 
success of thia cause at this time above 
all other considerations.
Its candidates for the suffrages of the 
people will not have the support of the 
gold syndicate and bond brokers, who 
trust only those who have been licensed 
by them to continue the old familiar 
method of paltering in a double sense 
to the voters they intended to betray. 
They are men free from the influences 
which have created the conditions under 
which we suffer.
The Democratic party earnestly in­
vites all who favor the restoration of sil­
ver fully to the place it occupied prior 
to 1873, to join in the great work which 
can alone restore the country to the 
prosperity which must be the destiny of 
a great j»eoplc of unlimited resources, 
abundant energy, national pride and 
patriotism.
A Silver Dollar Worth 1OO Cents in 
Gold.
A terse and simple statement of the 
faith of the silver men is made in the 
speech cf Mr. Newlands as temporary 
chairman of the national silver conven­
tion at St. Louis. “It is not Intended,” 
says that gentleman, “to pay debts with 
50 cent dollars, or drive away gold, or 
to debase our currency. Our purpose 
simply is, by increasing the coinage and 
use of silver, and by giving it equal privi* 
leges with gold, to raise its value, and by 
diminishing the strain on gold which 
gold monometallism has caused, to take 
away its unjust appreciation, and thus, 
by pulling up the value of silver and 
pulling down the value of gold, to restore 
the old ratio—that 16 ounces of silver 
will be worth in bullion, as well as in 
coin, one ounce of gold. Thus the old 
unit of value—the dollar—based on both 
metals instead of one, will be restored, 
and we shall have a gold dollar worth 
100 cents in silver and a silver dollar 
worth 100 cents in gold.”
Leo XIII. and the Due d’Aumale have 
been made the honorary members of the 
St. Petersburg Imperial academy of sci­
ence.
Developed Into Catarrh.
Adelphi, Ohio, July 19,1896.—I took a 
severe cold which developed into ca­
tarrh, and the doctor treated me for this 
disease, but he did not relieve me of the 
weakness with which I was atfiicted. I 
concluded to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla, 
and after taking this medicine I felt bet­
ter. I have taken a number of bottles 
nd now Ism well.”
Anna M. Branford.
Hood’s Pills are easy to take, easy to 
operate.
A Phoenixville, Pa., citizen of stand­
ing and repute left in his will the sum of 
$25,000 for the erection of a monument 
over his grave, and only the sum of$10.- 
000 to his daughter, his sole heir. His 
daughter, however, had no difficulty in 
finding a lawyer who was willing to un­
dertake the work of contesting that will.
My little boy, when two years of age. 
was taken very ill wifli bloody flux. I 
was advised to use Chamberlain's Colic, 
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, and 
luckily procured part of a bottle. I 
carefully read the directions and gave 
it accordingly. He was very low, but 
slowly and surely he began to improve, 
gradually recovered, and is now as stout 
and strong as ever. I feel sure it saved 
his life. I can never praise the Remedy 
half its worth. I am sorry every one in 
this world does nut know how good it is, 
as I do.—Mrs. Lina S. Hinton, Grahams 
ville, Marion Co., Florida. For sale by 
druggists.
Distant relatives of George Washing­
ton have offered to sell to the govern­
ment another snuff box supposed to have 
been in the possession of tne first presi­
dent. There is a strong suspicion that 
the father of his country was a collector 
of receptacles for the once fashionable 
tobacco powder.
Bucklen s Arnica Salve.
The Best Salve in the world for Cats 
Braises, 3ores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever 
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, 
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positive­
ly cures Piles, or ro pay required. It ir 
guaranteed to give satisfaction or money re­
funded. Price 25 cents per box. For sale 
bv Gao. R- Baker A Son's. 22fsb-lV
MOST FOR lO'RIOFfl.
Why the Areli Anarchist 
Supports Him.
<aol(l Standard a Kcncfit to 
His Opcnpation.
As Anarchy Thrives Best Among: Peo­
ple Y\ ho are Depressed, and the 
Gold Standard Causes Depression, 
So Anarchist Most is Loud-Mouthed 
for the Election of McKinley..
The public should not underestimate 
the real significance of Herr Most’s pro- 
nunciamento in faver of McKinley and 
the single gold standard. His motives 
may be obscure, but there is no mistak­
ing the trend of his judgment as to ulti­
mate future events, depending upon 
contingencies.
In the riveting of the single gold stand­
ard upon the country by the votive 
consent of the citizens, 11 err Most sees 
the opportunity of himself and his fellow- 
propagandists. His gospel of the de­
struction of all existing social and 
political fabrics will flourish best on 
human misery, human inequality in 
both the social and political scale, and 
the creation of distinctly defined classes 
and castes.
Under such a system the anarchist 
finds his paradise. And he shrewdly 
calculates that, with the financial policy 
proclaimed in the St. Louis platform 
irretrievably fixed upon the American 
people, men will fiock to his standard of 
destruction in multitudes.
In the election of William J. Bryan, 
and the application of the liberal, con­
stitutional, common sense'and Ameri­
can financial system promulgated in the 
Chicago platform, he sees no hope lor 
his evangelization. His occupation, 
like Othello’s, will be cone. Anarchy 
does not and can not thrire when the 
people are fairly prosperous, have aver­
age employment at living wages, where 
opportunities are distributed with some 
degree of equity, and when one small 
class do not dominate all the others by 
the sheer power of wealth.
Herr Most is politician, student and 
philosopher enough to understand in 
advance that the election of Mr. Bryan 
is the only promise held out by either 
of the two parties to the voters to bring 
these conditions about, or enable them 
to realize their long-deferred hopes and 
expectations.
That he should throw himself into the 
breach to prevent a restoration of the 
true American idea of political and 
social equality under a financial system 
that will maintain both, and be equita­
ble and just to each and every citizen 
according to his goo J citizenship, moral­
ity and patriotism, rather than accord­
ing to his rent roll or the size of his 
bank balance, is just as natural as that 
Herr Most should be an anarchist. In­
deed he could not be a consistent au- 
arvhist if he did not oppose the pros­
pective condition of things involved in 
the formation of the Chicago conven­
tion.
The American and the Item, the two 
most influential papers in Pl iladelphia, 
which have always been Republican, 
have bolted McKinley and will support 
Bryan and free silver.
Every labor organization in New York 
has declared for Bryan and silver. Keep 
your eye on New York in November. 
Wall street can do lots of talking, but it 
doesn’t control the votes.
The laboring man will not be likely 
to vote for Republicanism which pro­
poses to put in the hands of a few bank­
ers in New York the entire money of 
the country.
X" Rays
Of severest trial and test prove 
In regard to Hood’s Sarsaparilla
1st, Greatest Merit
Secured by a peculiar Combina­
tion, Proportion and Process 
unknown to others — which 
naturally and actually produces
-J
2d, Greatest CuresShown by thousands of honest, voluntary testimonials — which 
naturally and actually produce
)d, Createst Sales
According to the statements of 
druggists all over the country. 
In these three points Hood’s 
Sarsaparilla is peculiar to itself. ’•’1 !
Hoods
Sarsaparilla
Is the best— It is the One True Blood Purifier.
r*;n are the only pills to take ITOOQ S HllIS with Hood's Sarsaparilla.
The Rev. Sir John Warren Hays, Bart, 
who has just died iu his 97 J ear, was the 
oldest clergyman of the Church of En­
gland, the olde.«t Free M tsnn, and the 
oldest baronet in Great Britain.
St. Peter’s, in Rome, had to be recon­
secrated soon after New Year’s, as a man 
chose to cut his throat before the high al­
ter during the noon high mass. The ser­
vices were immediately stopped. The 
last suicide was in 1867. when it was not 
thought necessary to bless the building 
again, as Pope Pius IX. was in it at the 
time.
Delna, the present star of the Opera 
Cornique, in Paris, is a very fat young 
woman who has a mustache and a very 
redundant figure. She is described as 
looking as if she never washed her face 
and almost never combed her hair. 
Her voice is bad and her dramatic know­
ledge limited, but she is a success. Four 
years ago she wassinging in a cafe chant- 
ant of not particularly go d character.
An experiment on Lake Michigan re. 
cently was the testing of a phosphor- 
bronze diving bell weighing 24,000 lbs- 
and claimed by the inventor to with­
stand the pressure met at 250 feet boiow 
the surface. The bell was lowered and 
went down for 190 feet, when a tele­
phone instrument belonging on the in­
side of the Bell suddenly came to the 
surface, and on hauling the bell up, it 
was found that the sides had been crush­
ed in liko those of an eggshell.
Hood’sAre gaining favor rapidly, H _
Business men and travel- 1 ?
lers carry vest III
pockets, ladles carry them ™ ■ ■ I
In purses, housekeepers keep them In medicine 






$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.
NO. 5, MONUMENT SQUARE.
ROME TELEPHONE CALL NO. 38.
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THURSDAY MORNING... AUG G. 1896
DEMOCRATIC TICKET.
For President, 
WILLIAM J. BRYAN, 
Of Nebraska.
For Vice President, 
ARTHUR SEW ALL, 
Of Maine.
For Secretary of State, 
CHILTON A. WHITE, 
of Brown County.
Judge of Supreme Court,
E. J. BEAN DIN,
Of Cuyahoga County.
Dairy and Food Commissioner, 
PATRICK McKEOWN,
Ot Hamilton County. 




JOHN B. COFFINBERRY, 
Of Lorain.
For Common Pleas Judges, 
JOHN DAVID JONES, 
of Licking;







The Democratic voters of the various pre­
cincts in Knox county, will meet at their 
respective voting places in a’.l the Town­
ships except Wayne, from 4 to 5 o’clock p 
ni-, and in Wayne township and the sever­
al wards of Mt. Vernon at 7 o’clock p. nt
Friday, August 31st,
























GREAT MONOMETALLIC SIPHON FOP EMPTYING THE TREASURY.
—St Louis Post-Dispatoh.
Effects of a Gold Standard-
Harper's Weekly is authority for the 
statement that the amount of British 
capital invested in various ways in the 
I nited States is estimated at more than 
$2,500,000,000. At 4 per cent, this nets 
to the British capitalists more than $100,- 
000,000 in interest annually. There is 
no reasonable fault to be found with 
this. The invester has a right to his in­
terest; and if those Britishers invest their 
money in American enterprises, Amer 
ican securities and Corporation bonds, 
they are entitled to their interest and 
ought to have it.
This interest, however, is exacted and 
paid in gold because gold is the only 
real standard money to day in the Unit­
ed States as well as in Britain.
England had the single gold standard 
for more than half a century before it 
was surreptitiously forced upon the 
United States. During all those years 
silver maintained its parity with gold 
and did not drive gold out of the coun­
try.
A motion to make the electiou of 
Bryan and Sewall unanimous is in 
order. That’s about the way tl«e elec 
tion is going, anyhow. The people have 
become aroused on the silver question, 
and that means the sweeping of the 
country.
Of course the gold bugs are dissatis­
fied with the platform. It was not made 
for their sole benefit. But it will be to 
But here their interest in the end, as their picnic 
is where the pinch comes: the annual can’t last always. Where will they be
product of gold in the United States, as when the goose that is laying the golden 
estimated by the director of the United ) egg is sold out?
States mint is an average of $40,000,000; I / -------
the last fiseal year showed a production 
of $-39,500,000. The coinage of gold for 
1895 is given by the same report at $43,- 
933,475. In other words we pay the Bri­
tish alone each year in interest about 
$• <0,000,000 more in gold standard mon­
ey than our annual gold product and 
coinage.
Is it any wonder that prices of products 
and of farms and other property have 
been depreciating for years under the 
single gold standard?
The United States is struggling with 
other gold standard countries for this 
single primary money, and this strug­
gling is what appreciates the purchasing 
power of gold money, and, consequently, 
depreciates all other values.
Restore silver to its proper value meas­
ure position, thereby doubling the quan­
tity of standard value measure money, 
and it can readily be seen that the gap 
between the measure power and the 
thing measured will be narrowed; or in 
other words, instead of two bushels of 
wheat being required to buy one dollar, 
the two bushels of wheat will buy two 
dollars.
If it is necessary to break up all the 
iartners in the country in order to main­
tain a currency used by the “most en­
lightened nations on the earth,” the 
premium asked is too much. We would 
rather go back to the "barbarism” that 
prevailed previous to 1873. When the 
“dollar of the daddies” was admitted to 
coinage the same as gold, wheat w as a 
dollar a bushel and farmers had money 
to loop.
SHBRTiGE OF MOHH
The Cause of Hard Times 
and Panic*.
Di'KiNU his visit to New York, last 
week, Mark Hanna, McKinley’s man­
ager, held a conference with J. P. Mor­
gan, the head of the gold syndicate 
which has been squeezing the govern­
ment and compelling an issue of bonds 
every few months. Everybody knows 
what the conference means. Of course 
the gold syndicate will put up big money 
for McKinley’s election. The people 
will show the gold syndicate a thing or 
two on election day.
Demonetization of Silver 
the Great Evil.
If Silver is Restored There Will be a 
Prosperous Condition in all Lines 
of Un si n ess-* BI r. Win. Gossage Pre­
sents Some Valuable Information on 
the All-Absorbing Subject.
Mr. Wm. Gossage, the North Main street 
grocer, is one of the best posted silver men 
hereabouts In politics Mr. Gossage was 
formerly a Republican, but this year, with 
the issue defined between the remonetiza­
tion of silver, or the maintenance of the 
present gold standard, lie is decidedly in 
favor of the former, and gives strong rea­
sons for the faith that is io him. Mr. Gos­
sage ltss prepared the following, and the 









Said delegates will meet in Convention at 
the Court House in Mt. Vernon, on
Saturday, August 22,
AT IO O'CLOCK A. M.,
For the purpose of organizing said Conven­
tion, after which an adjournment will be 
taken until 1:30 o’clock p. m for the pur 
pose of placing in nomination the following 
county ticket:
One candidate For Probate Judge.
One candidate Tor Sheriff.
One candidate for tomuiissioner.
One candidate for Clerk of Courts.
One candidate for Intirmary Director.
One candidate for Coroner.
By order of the Democratic Central Com 
mittee.
COLUMBUS EWALT, Chairman. 
John J. Kellky, Secretary,
Mr. Delano would hedge. A year 
ago and again six months ago, when the 
money question was not an issue, he 
voluntarily expressed his honest convic­
tions, and proclaimed against the single 
gold standard which has been adopted 
by the Republican party as its policy. 
How plainer or clearer could anything 
be than the following words of Mr. Del­
ano?—“The fruits of an exclusive gold 
basis which we have already harvested, 
are too abundant and disastrous to 
justify its continuance. It has depreci­
ated all values. It has made the credit­
ors richer and the debtors poorer.”
In just as clear language he expressed 
himself in favor ol “restoring silver to 
its normal and necessary place in our 
currency system;” and if other nations 
would not do the same thing he was in 
favor ot discriminating againet them 
with a tariff.
Now that the money question has be­
come the paramount issue, Mr. Delano 
displays an inconsistency that is most 
remarkable, and shows that he would 
go back on his honest convictions and 
accept a policy revolting to him in or_ 
der that his party might succeed. Not. 
withstanding his opposition to the gold 
standard, so strongly expressed iu the 
quotation given above, Mr. Delano now 
says that if he deemed it wise to coin 
silver immediately and without limit, 
and if he thought the Republican plat­
form favored a single gold standard, he 
would deem it his duty to vote the Re­
publican ticket, anyhow.
We had bimetalism for nearly 100 
years, and prosperity with it, and the 
plain people will vote to have it again, 
Wall and Ixnnbard streets to the con­
trary notwithstanding.
During these 100 years when we had 
a bi-metalic currency in this country, 
no one ever heard of a 50-cent silver 
dollar. In fact in 1873, when this crime 
of the century was committed—the de­
monetization of silver—98 cents in silver 
were worth 100 cents in gold. Does this 
look like a 50 cent silver dollar?
theJames A. Garfield said, when in 
house:
"Every man who is opposed to the use 
of silver coin as a part of the legal cur­
rency of the country I disagree wilh. 
Every man who is opposed to the actual 
legal use of both metals I disagree with. 
I would endow the two dollars with 
equality and make the coinage free.”
That was the position of Abraham 
Lincoln and General Grant. That was 
the position of the Republican party 
from its first formation down until the 
St. Louis convention turned the party 
over to the gold syndicate.
Does the gold bug mean to say that 
free silver will make the President's 
salary of $50,000 per year worth only 
$25,000 per year? Let us see. When 
silver was demonetized, in 1873, the 
market price for wheat was $1 per 
bushel and 50,000 bushels per year 
would pay the President’s salary. The 
grain buyers of this city today are pay­
ing 53 cents per bushel for old wheat 
and 50 cents per bushel for new wheat, 
so that today it will take over 94,339 
bushels of last year’s wheat or 100,000 
bushels of this year’s wheat to pay this
THE CAMPAIGN SINNER 
Only 35 Cents
Until After the Election.
The Banner will be sent to any ad­
dress until after the election for 25 
cents.
The campaign now on promises to be 
the liveliest this country has witnessed 
in many years, and the Banner will be 
in the thickest of the fray.
In order that the Banner may be 
within the reach of all, and the cause of 
Democracy be advanced, the paper will 
he furnished at cost during the cam­
paign—25 cents.
Get up clubs at once. Individual 




“As a result of war, corporation* have 
been enthroned, and an era of corruption 
ill high place* will follow, and the money 
power of the country will endeavor to pro­
long it* reiyn, by working upon the preju­
dice* of the people, until all wealth i* 
aggregated in a few hand*, and the repul* 
lic be destroyed. I feel at thi* moment 
more anxiety for the .safety of my country 
than ever before, even in the midst of war.” 
—Abraham Lincoln.
The constitution says “gold o«<* sil­
ver.” So does the the Democratic plat­
form.
Yea, the Almighty shall be thy De­
fense ami thou Shalt have Plenty of 
Silver.—Job xxi, 25.
An American financial system for the 
American people. That is what the 
patriotic majority demands.
Wonder what McKinley thinks of the 
foreigner paying the tax at this time. 
The tariff—where! oh, where is the holy 
tariff/
It is significant that the bolters are 
confined to the Wall street dependency 
while the common people are rallying 
around the Bryan banner.
By the demonetization of silver the 
amount of labor required to obtain a 
thousand dollars with which to pay your 
debts has been doubled. Are you satis­
fied?
A <joLD dollar that could be purchased 
with one bushel of wheat in 1873, and 
now, after a lapse of 20 years, requires 
two bushels of wheat to buy, is not an , 
honest dollar. It is a 200 cent dollar.
• year’s salary of the President of the 
Aman who will repudiate his hoiust United States. Has the President’s sal-
convictions in such a manner is not a 
wise and safe counsellor at this time— 
his partisan bias is too strong for his cam­
paign utterances to be accepted in place 
of his views on the same subject ex­
pressed six mouths and a year ago, when 
he boldly proclaimed his opposition to 
the gold standard and ia lavor of remon­
etization of silver. If Mr. Delano desires 
to be respected and maintain an influ­
ence in the “Bear and yellow leaf” of his 
existence he should be consistent and 
honest in his views.
The Mt. Vernon Republican says that 
“the Republican party accepts the pres­
ent standard only until a return can be 
safely made to actual bimetallism.” 
When will that be? The Republican 
platform says it will tie only by interna­
tional agreement. International agree­
ment will never be secured, unless the 
United States goes ahead independent of 
all other na'ions and adopts bimetallism, 
for the simple reason that England does 
not want anything but a single gold 
standard, and will not voluntarily agree 
to anything else. As the boys say, “we 
don't have to” wait until England or any 
other nation telle us what we may do- 
We are not looking out for the welfare 
of the Britishers, but for the interests of 
the people ol the United States. That is 
the Demon atic position in a nut shell-
ary been “demonetized” or has the farm­
er’s wheat been demonetized?
Already the money sharks have be­
gun their coercive tactics. A combine 
of insurance companies have sent out 
circulars to all holders of policies, stat­
ing that if free silver wins, these policy 
holders will be paid back only about 
half of what they paid in. This is an 
idle threat and should alarm no one. 
There is no law whereby a man is com­
pelled to accept 50 cents for a dollar. If 
the insurance companies attempt such 
outrageous robberies they are properly 
amenable in the courts. Any insurance 
company making such a threat will 
bear watching-it is probably not a 
sound and safe company to be insured 
in, and the sooner the policy holder gets 
into a company that is reliable the less 
risk he will run of losing what he has 
put into it.
Chauncey Depew comes back from 
Europe with the statement that the 
Democratic convention, in declaring for 
free silver, has given a blow to inter­
national bimetallism which it will re­
quire years to recover from. Against 
this utterance we place the following 
from Henri Ceruushi, known throughout 
the world as the father of the present ag­
itation for the world-wide bimetallism. 
In the line of economists he is a much 
greater authority than Mr. Depew, of 
whom it is remarked the people of the 
United States accept his j.-kes and the 
British his politics as financial theories. 
Slid M. Cemushi:
From a theoretical point of view, the 
free coinage of silver at 1G to 1 re-estab-
The first state to hold an election thia 
year was Alabama, last Monday. The 
Republicans and Populists had a fusion 
ticket in the field and put up the biggest 
fight ever made in the state. The Dem­
ocratic ticket was elected by the phe­
nomenal majority of 50,000. It shows lished by the United States without the 
the growing strength of free silver, which concurrence of Europe would be a vie- 
. , I ious solution, but it would, nevertheless,
is bound to win in November. , R gjep jn the direction of internation-
------------ •------------  J al bimetallism; for, under the regime of
The fruits of an exclusively gold basis, the new standard, the productive power 
rt ,irA ; of the United States would receive sowhich we have already harvested, are , , .. . , ,
, , , ,. \ x • .-r i enormous an impulse, and this develop-
too abundant and disastrous to justify | nient woui(] have such a disastrous effect
continuance. It has deprecisited all val-1 upon the economic and financial inter-
ues. It has made the creditors richer 
and the debtors poorer.—Columbus Del­
ano.
Burke Cockrax, the orator, who was 
kicked out of Tammany Hall for crook­
edness, is to take the stump for McKin­
ley. It is charged that he will receive 
$250,000 from Hanna for his services.
ests of England and other European na 
tions now governed by the gold standard, 
that it may be confidently predicted in 
advance that the course of events would 
force the adoption of international bi­
metallism as the only true solution even 
ujx)n those who to-day deny the possi­
bility and efficacy of it.
This greit authority on monetary sci­
ence gave the following advice to the 
people of this country:
But if I were a citizen of the UnitedFour years ago both parties declared
for gold and silver. What has influenc-• States, and were convinced that Europe, 
ed the Republican leaders to shift their
principles to a single gold platform this 
year?
New York is getting iu line for Bryan. 
Tammany Hall has endorsed the work 
of the Chicago convention and will hold 
an immense ratification meeting.
1 by reason of England’s attitude, is fixed­
ly hostile to the establishment of a stable 
monetary parity between gold and silver, 
obstinately rejecting all ideas of inter­
national bimetallic agreement, then I 
should cease to l»e an international bi­
metallist—which nearly all my friends in 
the United States are—and should go 
over unhesitatingly to the camp of the 
silver men.
Mt. Vernon, Ouio, Aug.3, 1896. 
E-litor the Banner:
This is how they make 100-cent dollars: 
The Constitution of the United 8tates arti­
cle 8. sec. 5. says- “Congress shall have 
power to coin money and regulate the val­
ue thereof and of foreign coina.” There­
fore, it is law that makes 100-cent dollars. 
The following law will show you how it is 
done: Statute 2, chapter 5, act of Congress 
Feb. 9, 1793: “That from and after the 
first day of July next, foreign gold and sil­
ver coins shall pass current as money with­
in the United States, and he a ligal tender 
for the payment of all debts and demands.” 
This law made foreign gold and silver coins 
100-cent dollars and kept them such from 
1793 to 1857, when the law was repealed.
What makes 3)-cent dollars? The law, of 
course
Here is the way it is done: Act of Con­
gress, Feb. 21, 1857, chapter 55, sec. 3, Uni­
ted States laws: “That all former acts au- 
t horizing the currency of foteigu gold or 
silver coins, and d clariug the same a legal 
tender for all debts and demands, are here­
by repealed.” Sec. 3584: “No foreign gold 
or silver coins shall be a legal tender in 
payment of debts.” This settled this kind 
of metal money in the United States and 
destroyed il by law as money. After the 
passage of this law foreign coins wers no 
louger money. They were worth only their 
vrlueas bullion,- or, in other words, foreign 
coins after the passage of this law became 
“50-cent dollars” instead of “100-cent dol- 
lata.” They »ere both gold and silver 
coins. So the law makes 100-cent dollars 
or 50-cent dollars of either gold or silver 
coins at will- If this is not plain, then 
there is no way of making anything plain.
Sec. 3585 U. S. laws: ‘ The gold coins of 
the United States shall be a legal tender in 
all payments at 'heir nominal value when 
not below their standard weight ” This law 
made a United States one-dollar gold piece 
a 400-cent dollar.
Sec 3586: “The silver coins of the United 
States shall be a legal tender at their nomi­
nal value fr any amount not exceediug 
five dollars in any one payment.” This 
law knocked the real money value out of 
silver, tecanse it would only pay a five- 
dollar debt in any one payment. This law 
“demonetized” silver—made it a “50 cent 
dollar.”
Since the demonetization of silver in 1873 
we hare had a single gold standard. With 
the single gold standard came panics and 
poverty. The tariff did not cause the panic 
of 1873 to 1879, nor did it cause the panic of 
1893 Here is what caused the panic of 
1893: March 12, 1893, the following circu 
lar was issued by the Bankers' Association 
and scut to all national banks:
Dear sir—The interest of national 
bankers require immediate financial leg 
islation by congress. Silver, silver cer­
tificates and treasury notes, must be re­
tired and national bank uotes upon a 
gold basis made the only money. This 
will require the authorization of from 
$5<0,000,000 to $1,000,000,000 of new 
bonds as a basis of circulation. You 
will at once retire one third of your circu­
lation, and call in one-half of your loan* 
Be careful to make a money stringency 
felt among your patron*, especially among 
influential buxine** men. Advocate an 
extra session of congress for the repeal 
of the purchasing clause of the Sherman 
law, and act with the other banks of 
your city in securing a large petition to 
congress for its unconditional repeal, 
per accompanying form. Use personal 
influence with congressmen, and partic­
ularly, let your wishes be known to your 
senators. The future life of national 
banks, as fixed and safe in\estments, de­
pends upon immediate action, as there 
is an increasing sentiment in favor of 
government legal tender notes and sil­
ver coinage.
The orders given in this circular were 
carried out to the letter by the banks and 
we all know the result. The silver pur­
chase law was repealed in the midat of one 
of the woist monetary famines ever known 
The repeal of this law set us fair and square 
on a single gold standard, and as a result we 
can see no improvement in the business ol 
the country, instead of improvement we 
car only see benefit to money holders, bond 
holders and those who have fixed incomes 
As a result of this legislation we can see our 
business operations crippled and wages for 
labor reduced. We can see the beautiful 
prairies of the west and the fertile hills and 
valleys of our own state which are bloom 
ing as gardens, with cheerful homes rising 
as white towers* along the pathway of im 
provement again sinking hack to idleness. 
We see mortgage fiends at their hellish 
work. We see the hopes of industrious 
farmers blasted, as they horn corn for fuel 
and use potatoes for fertilizer because the 
price will not pay the cost of transportation 
to market. We see the people groaning and 
burdened under taxation to pay debts of 
states, counties and cities, incurred wheu 
money was abundant and hopes of the 
future were hrld out to lead them on.
Silver, silver certificates and treasury 
notes must ba done away with, say these 
“gold bugs,” and national bank notes upon 
a gold basis made the only money. When 
this program shall have been carried out in 
its entirety what will be the result? There 
can be but one result. The people of the 
United States who are producers will be re­
duced to the condition of serfs, to pay in­
terest on public and private debts to the 
money sharks of Wall street, New York, 
and Threadneedle street, London, England 
And this will be accomplished by with­
drawing the treasury no’es from circulation 
and destroying tlum until the banks can 
control the entire volume of money and 
compel the people to use their personal 
checks in lieu of money—checks parsing 
through the clearing houses, which the 
b inks have established in all the larger ci 
its, to enable them to make a fictitioi s 
showing of prosperity a* d fx>l the people 
wilh statements of the great volume of bus 
iness, which they muse to be published in 
the daily and weekly newspapers
Of course we will not be the first people 
reduced to serfdom by the con traction of the 
currency, bnt that d- es not make the crime 
any the less monstrous. The United States 
Monetary Commission held in 1878 to in­
vestigate the causes of the changes in the 
relative value of the precious metals, says 
in their report:
“That at the Christian era the metallic 
money of the Roman Empire amounted to 
$1,800,000,000. That by the end of the 15th 
century it had shrunk to less than $200,- 
000.000- That during this period a most ex­
traordinary and baleful change took place 
in tbe condition of the world, population 
dwindled, and commerce, arts, wealth and 
freedom all disappeared. That the people 
were reduced by poverty and misery to tbe 
most degraded condition of se:fdom and 
slavery. That the disintegration of society 
was almost complete. 1 hat the conditions 
of life were so hard that individual selfish 
ness was the only thing consistent with the 
instinct < f self preservation. That all pub­
lic spirit all gentrons emotions, all the 
n »• le aspirations of man shriveled and dis- 
a ated as the volume of money shrunk 
a <rices fell. History
was aiso without historical parallel. The 
crumbling ol institutions kept even step 
and |<ace with the shrinkage in the stock of 
money and the tailing of prices. All other 
aitrmlant ci ciiiustances than these last 
have occurred iu other historical periods 
unaccompanied by any such mighty dists 
ters. It is a sugg-stive coincidence tha' the 
lirst glimmer of light only caute wilh the 
invention of bills of exchange and paper 
substitutes, through which the scanty a'oek 
of the previous metals was increased iu effi­
ciency. But not less than the energizing 
influence of Potasi and ami all tlie argosies 
of treasure from the New World of Ameri­
ca were needed to arouse the Old World 
from its comatose sleep, to quicken the tor­
pid limbs of industry, and to plume the 
leaden wings of commerce. I', nre-ted the 
heroic treatment of rising prices to enable 
society to reunite its shattered links, to 
shaken!) the shackles of feudalism,! » relight 
and uplift the almost extinguished torch of 
civtliz lion. That the di-as era of the Dat k 
Ages were caused by decreasing money and 
falling prices, and that the recovery there­
from and the comp native prosperity which 
followed the discovery ot America were 
due to an increasing supply of the precious 
metals aud rising prices will not seem sur­
prising or unreasonable when the noble 
functions of money are considered, money 
is the great instrument of association, the 
very liber of social organism, tbe vitalizing 
force of industry, the protoplasm of civiliza­
tion. and as essential to its existence as ox­
ygen is to animal life. Without money 
civilization could not have had a beginnine; 
with a diminishing Bupply it must languish 
and unless relieved, finally perish.”
The single gold standard, if adhered to, 
will give us a continually diminishing sup­
ply uf money, and consequently Isay that 
we cannot hope to escape the evils which 
afflict the old world. A constantly dimin­
ishing supply of money will necessarily 
change our whole system of agriculture 
from farm holdings to tenant farming. If 
we pursue the same course hate as has been 
pursued in Russia and Ireland, it will not 
take very long for the farming class in this 
country to piss into the condition of the 
liberated serfs of Russia or the tenant farm­
ers of Irelaid. It is only necessary for us 
to continue to increase the value ot the 
debts andmoney unit, by which  taxes 
must be paid; in other words, to continue 
the single gold standard which will force 
prices of labor, land, and the products of 
labor stid land down, down continually for 
all time, while debts and taxes ternain tbe 
same in order to arrive at the condition 
pointed out. When the independence of 
the great agricultural class is lost, ell is 
lost.
The only way to avert the dangers here 
pointed out, is to return to the bimetaUic 
standard of finance, which will produce the 
opposite effect—increasing supply of money 
and rising prices of land, labor, and the 
products of labor and land.
Portugal, more than two centuries ago’ 
fixed the ratio of gold ana silver at 16 to 1, 
and for a long time commercial nations of 
the world were compelled to rccept the dic­
tation of the Portuguese But for a much 
longer period, Spain, with her monopoly of 
American gold aud silver, was master of 
the situation, as she governed the ratio be­
tween g >ld aud silver. By the edict of Me­
dina (1497) Spain fixed the ratio at 10jf to 1- 
The first metallic harvest in America was 
gold, (upon which Spain had a monopoly) 
instead of silver, aud Spain raised the ratio 
tol3i to I. The great thing, however, was 
not the relative value of the two metals.but 
the vast increase in the supply of both. The 
discovery of mines and the plundering of 
treasuries so enlarged the common stock of 
both, that an era of prosperity such as the 
world had never seen before, set in, and the 
progress of civilization was prodigious. 
In the days of Gtetk prosperity the ratio of 
gold and silver was 13 to 1, and the supply 
of both was bountiful at compared with the 
scarcity which prevailed in Europe when 
Columbus discovered America.
It may be laid down as a broad general 
fact that civilization, with its divers arts, 
flourishes in any country in proportion to 
the volume of gold and silver in circulation.
It the United States resumes free coinage 
of silver and gold at the ratio of 16 to 1, in­
dependent of other nations, it will have tbe 
same effect on this country that it has htd 
on all others. It will revive our commerce, 
advance prices, and give us a balance of 
trade largely in our favor, that is uow 
against us. Money is the blood of coni' 
merce and flows where it is least obstructed.
Wm Gossage.
Blaine’s Prophetic Speech.
[James G. Blnine, in U. S. Senate, 1880.J
* I believe the struggle now going on in 
this country and in other countries for a 
single gold standard would, if successful, 
produce widespread disaster in and through­
out the commercial world The destruc­
tion of silver as money, and establishing 
gold as the sole unit of vaiu°, must have a 
ruinous effect on all forms of property ex­
cept those investments which yield a fixed 
return in money. Those would be enor­
mously enhanced in value, aud would gain 
a disproportionate and unfair advantage 
over every other species of property. If, as 
the most reliable statistics affirm, there ate 
nearly $7,000,000,000 of coin or bullion in 
the world, very equally divided between 
gold and silver, it is impossible to strike 
silver out of existence as money without 
results that will prove distressing to mi-1 
ions and utterly disastrous to teus of thou 
sands-
“I believe gold and silver coin to be the 
money of the constitution; indeed, the mon­
ey of the A met ican people anterior to the 
constitution, which the g:eat organic law 
recognized as quite independent of its own 
exis ence. No power was conferred on 
Congress to declare either metal should not 
be money. Congress has, therefore, in my 
judgment, no power to demonetize either. 
If, therefore, silver has been demonetized I 
am in favor of remonetizing it- If its coin­
age has been prohibited, I am in favor of 
otdering it to be resumed. I am in favor of 
having il enlarged ”
THE MOUNTAIN CHAUTAUQUA,
Mountain Lake Park, M«l. on the 
Main Line of the B. & O.
Tbe moat superb and sensible summer 
resort in America. $300,000 expended in 
improvements; 200 beautiful cottages; bote 
and cottage board at from $5.00 to $12 00 per 
week—cheaper than staying at home. The 
mountain air and the mountain views 
simply indescrible. Session August 5th to 
the 25tb. Three superb entainments daily. 
The best music and the best lecturers which 
money can procure. Dr. T. DeWitt Tai 
mage, Gen. John B. Gordon and Bishop J. 
H. Vicent already secured, with 100 others. 
Dr. W. L Davidson, the great Chautauqna 
manager, in charge.
Summer 8chools — 20 departments of im­
portant school work in charge of leading 
instructors front the prominent universities 
A wonderful chance for teachers and stn 
dents desiring to make up studies. Tuition 
insignificant Wishes of students gratified 
Low rates on railroads. For full detailed 
information and illustrated programme, 
address A R. Sperry, Mountain Lake Park, 
Md.
Low Bate Excursions South.
On the first and third Tuesday of each
month till October about half-rates for 
round trip will be made to points in the 
South by the Louisville & Nashviile rail­
road. Ask your ticket agent about it, and 
if he cannot sell yon excursion tickets 
write to C. P. Atmore, General Passenger 
Agent, Louisville, Ky , or Jackson Smith 
D. P. A., Cincinnati, O.. J K. Ridgely, N 
W. P. A , Chicago, III., Geo. B. Horner, D. 
P. A., 8t. Louis, Mo-
Coal! Coal! "•rd andSoft.
Also the celebrated ....
Sedalia, Congo, Powell Pun 
and Massillon Coals. Of­
fice and yards South Gay 
street. Branch office, Eagle 
Drug store. Phone No. 9. 






A BARGAIN SALE THIS 
WEEK! 5’^
S»5
H To Clean Up Odds and Ends Before S3 
Putting in Pall and Winter 8
Goods.
THESE BARG Al NS ARE ALL “UP-TO-DATE" GOODS.
3STIXO3ST CO.3
Xor< li-XZaMt Cor, I»ul>. Square.
Watches From $1.50 Ip. STANDARD PATTERNS.
Call and see what you can I Ringwalt always has all 
buy for little money in Standard Patterns for each
Gents' or Ladies’ Watches 
at F. A. Clough & Co.’s.
Do you use Salt? and if you do, buy 
the best No. 1 Fine Salt, $1.00 per bar­
rel, at Warner W. Miller’s.
Steel Enameled Blue and White 
cooking at Frank L. Beam’s.
for
All the new colors in window shades. | 
New lace decorations. Wall shades, | 
all sizes aud at the lowest prices. You 1 
will save money by buying these at! 
ARNOLD’S. Also all kinds curtain 
pules, sash rods, <fcc.
Just received some of the finest dinner 
sets ever seen for the money. Fine thin 
goods, warranted, and beautiful decora­
tions. Sets that compare favorably 
with any $25.00 set ever sold, and at 
half the price. Stop and see them.
E. 0. ARNOLD.
See the new decorations in Porcelain 
Dinner Ware at Frank L. Beam’s.
Adminisu alor’s Sale of 
Estate.
Real
TN pursuance of an order o* the Probate Coart 
L of Knox County, Ohio. 1 will offer for sale, 
nt pnblic aaction on
Saturday, Septemlier 12tl, 1896.
at 1 o’clock P. M.. a! tie south door of the Court 
Hon6ein Mt. Vernon. Ohio, the followinc de­
scribed real estate, sitnated in the County of 
Knox and State of Ohio, to wit;
Being the part of the first or norf h-east quar­
ter of township six (6), range ten ( 0). U. S- M. 
Lands, and lying East of the public road, leading 
from New Castle to Green Valley Mills, and heinc 
a part of the north-east corner of lands in said 
section, purchased by one Samuel Ilolmer of 
Richard Beers, and hounded on the north by 
land owned by Eli Nichols, now deceased: on the 
east by the township line: on the south by lands 
of Jacob Horn: on the west by the pnblic road 
leading from New Castle to Green Valley Mills, 
Estimated to contain twenty-four (24) acres. 
□Appraised at $It)8.00.
Terms of sale, cash.
LEWIS B. HOUCK.
Administrator.
L. B. Houck and J. W. MeCarron,
Attorneys for Administrator.
month, together with those 
of the preceding month.
Japanese mattings are one ot the 
nicest things fff the age. Not like the 
old fashioned matting. Finer, more 
beautiful and more durable. You can 
see the finest line of these goods at 
ARNOLD’S ever shown, and at prices 
from 10 cents to GO cents per yard. 
Stop and see them.
If your eyes need atten­
tion, do not neglect them, 
but consult F. A. Clough, 
Optician, and have them 
properly fitted with perfect 
fitting Spectacles or Lye 
Glasses.
Davia’O. K. Baking I’-twder, every 
can warranted to give entire satisfaction 
or money refunded. Trade supplied at 
wholesale prices by Warner Miller.
Money.
If you nave money to invest I can 
secure you first mortgage loans on Knox 
county real estate, not only as safe as 
Government bonds, but at double their 
rate of interest. P. B. Chase.
SCRIBNER &. CO.,
No. 20 N. Main Stree
We Keep + + +
Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera 
and Diarrhoea Remedy.
A Full Line Munyon’s Rem­
edy
Dr. Scribner’s Tonic Bitters 
and Liniment Curo.
A Full Line of Diamond and 
Magic Dyes.
Notice of Petition to Vacate Rosin—In Large Quantities
Street. for Your Sealing Wax.
Notice is hereby given that a petition has been ! 
presen ted to the Conncil of the city of Mt. Ver- 1 
non, Ohio, praying for the vacation of West 
street from Sugar street to Hamtramck street, 
nnd is now pending before said < 'ouncil and will 
come up for final action on and after Monday, 
September 7, 1RH.
P. B. CHASE. t 
Clerk of the City of Mt. Vernon, Ohio. '
Our Ice Cream Soda and Phos­
phates are of the best,
IT
Is the talk of the day. We’ll 
take either at this sale.
In order to make room foi 
Fall and Winter stock, we 
w ill sell all odd summer suits 
in men’s, hoys’ and children’s 
wear
IA j rn t I!
J u Jl
Bargain seekers should take 
advantage of this offer with­













WE WANT YOUR TRADE
. . . AND . . .
In order to get it have made prices
that will interest you:
Good htuiness suits.................................... $3.50 and $3.75
All wool eassintere suits.............................................. 6.00
Black clay worsted, all wool, new sack.....................  8.50
Black clay worsted, all wool, long frock.................... 8.50
G. A. R., all wool, two set buttons............................. 8 50
Bovs’ niits, nice goods...............................................  3.50
Children’s suits, good thing.................................:......'1 25
Men’s overalls, with or without bib, make and fit
guaranteed................................................................ 39
Men’s unlanndried white shirts, regular :50cgrade... .35
Full regular eeanilet-s cotton sock................................. 0,5
Our line of Bicycle Goods is the best
in the city.
Al.
One Price Clothier, Hatter and Furnisher.
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«
NOTICE! THEY ARE











TOOTH, NAIL AND 
HAIR BRUSHES,
CLOTHES BRUSHES.
The Finest Line of Cigars
-§O§-
The line of Men’s Women’s a 
Children s Shoes for Spring wear in 
the newest and nioet stylish toes a 
shades, and at prices that are lov 
than the lowest. 'Call and see for yoi 
self.
A full line of Trunks and ValisesFOR SALE.
A few thousand of the 
finest articles for FALL or 
SPRING planting.
If you want a few choice 
HOME GROWN plants,rec nds no such
<rous transition as that from the Ro- Ipl tiS hear from vnil man Empire to the Datk Ages. Various HUd.1 II Oil. yOU.
explanations have been given of this entire
brea) in^ down of tbe framework of society
d*.
but it was certainly coincident with the 
shrinkage of the volume of mosey, which
B IGLER &, CO.,
No. I ll S. Main st., (Holbrook’s Dental 
Office), Mt. Vernon, O.
I. & D. Rosenthall, Prop's. Opera House Block, 
Cor. Main and Vine Sts., Mt. Vernon, 0.
in the city.
ED. DEVER,
2t> Public Square.flt. Yrruun, tikio
----M-----
SILAS PA?
The Delineator of Fas 
In Fine Footwear. <
No. 8 South MainSt. Kiri
tMadMBOa^gaag&JriifTrini ■ ^rtfcrinrflir
p^gc-zx --aff-r^f..' ,-f^' „ • iiM'g* ■'^VifrtnBiT'r*-'''- - •■ iihiitar!lifMrtfitr»'rr^'-~--v- - *—«■ .>ii**rir< ibi’w v^-^aaWlb
IH fl,IFS
Gathered Together While 
PiMMing Along,
And Which Include Choice 
Loral Happenings,
Alfred Tighe Released From Insane Asjr- 
limi —Ex-Governor St. John to Speak 
at Lake lliauatlia Park—Law Stu­
dents Hold a Moot Court—Joseph 
Horn Struck by Lightniug.
SOCIETY SCINTILLATIONS.
Visitors Here and Elsewhere—Sun­
dry Items of Gossip.
Mrs. Edward Arnold give a charming 
musicale reception at her home on N- Gay 
street, Wednesday afternoon, in honor of 
her gues s, Mrs. Dr. E. J. Wilson, of Co­
lumbus, and Mrs. 11. B. Rogers, of Chicago. 
The following program was rendered:
Overture to Peter Schmoll..................Weber
Mrs. It C. Curtis, Edith Curtis.










--------------------- I Martinsburg; Win Magill. Mt n ’f1 Bladensburg; O L Ilnrtnpce. M Vernon. 1) I 
Shafer, Mansfield; Cora Grant. Mt. \eru 
Bprv, ltolla: Q Leckryne. Danville; A b Work 
man. Jellowav: Sadie A Horn. Esto, A ’ra
low in Session in High
School Building.
Large Allendanee at 
tlie Nessions.
all
. ll y; i a. x.-.-.------ - .. ..
Black. Danville: Mary Mix. Democracy: Man fc
IMDS JBJISiD.
Authorized By City Couu* 
eil Monday Aiglit.
—. Campaign Banner only 25 cents.
— Retail price: Butter, 124; eggs, 121.
— The Banner for the campaign, 
cents.
— The Banner until after the election for 
25 cents.
— Get up clubs for the campaign Banner 
Only 25 cents until the election.
— Get up clubs for the campaign Banner 
—only 25 cents until after the election.
— Prof. Frank H. R >berts has been elect- 
td superintendent of the Centerburg 
schools.
— The M K. Church picnic at the Park 
on last Friday - was an enjoyable one and 
well atter.ded.
— Mrq. Joseph Horn living near Gambier 
was struck by lightning last Monday, and 
seriously injured.
— An excursion of the Sabbath Schools 
and business men of Orrville, visited the 
Park on Tuesday.
— A large excursion from Orrville and 
intervening points came into the Park 
Tuesday morning. They were accompanied 
by several hands
— The score hoard at Mitchell's has been 
t-hundoned owing to tlie nonpayment of 
duts by the members.
— Do you want to buy strawberry plants?
I f you do look up Bigler ,V Co.'s announce­
ment on the second page of the Banner.
— Mr. M. T. Hines, a former headmaster 
in the K. M. A. at Gambier, is now located 
in Columbus as agent for the New York 
Life Insurance Co.
— Mr. Alfred Tighe, who was committed 
to the insane asylum in Columbus tome 
time ago, has entirely recovered and is 
working at his trade in that city.
— The Banner is red hot for free silver 
end will keep the people of Knox nuuty 
]>osted on the money question. The paper 
will be Bent until the election for only 25 
cents.
— The annual reunion of the Struble 
family will be held on the second Thursday 
in August, at the home of Win. Wyker 
Lucerne. The usual program will be fol­
lowed.
— The statement of the relief depart­
ment of the B. «fc O. for March,iias just been 
made, showing the total number of ac­
cidents to have been 735, and the total bene­
fits $31,429 45.
— Mr. W C- Macfadden, formerly of this 
city, has been renominated Treasurer of 
Casa county, Dakota. Ia the Convention 
no other name was presented, and he was 
named by acclamation.
—On August 10 nud 11 the Baltimore A 
Ohio Railroad will sell excursion tickets to 
Sandusky, Ohio, account of the Knights of 
the Maccabees Reunion. Tickets will be 
good for return until August, 12, 1896.
— On August 11 the Baltimore AOhio rail' 
road will sell excursion tickets to Cleveland 
Ohio, at rate of or.e fare for the round trip 
account Ceatennial Celebration Tickets 
will be good for return until August, 14, 
1890.
—On August 11 to 14,inclusive, the Balti­
more A Ohio Railroad will sell excursion 
tickets to Wooster. Ohio, at rate of one fare 
for the round trip, account of Centennial 
Anniversary. Tickets will be good for re- 
turd until August 16, 1896.
—On August 9 and 10 the Baltimore A 
Ohio Railroad will sell excursion tickets to 
Louisville, Ky., at rate of one fare for the 
round trip, account League of American 
Wheelmen Meet. Tickets will be good for 
return until August 18, 1896.
— Ex-Governor St. John, now a promi­
nent light in the National Party, will speak 
on Free Silver, at Lake Hiawatha Park, Sat 
urday, August 8, at two o’clock in the 
afternoon. Rev.G. W. Ball, of this city, 
will speak at 10:30 in the forenoon.
— The company playing at the Park Ca­
sino give an entire change of program 
Thursdty evening, which will continue the 
balance of the week. During the remainder 
of the season each company will change 
program in 'lie middle of the week.
— Roht. Garrett, a former president Of 
the B. A O., who has been insane for a 
number of years, died at his home in Balti­
more last week. The funeral occurred July 
30 from Grace church and the body waa 
given a resting place in Green Mountain 
cemeteiy.
— Messrs. Richard Elliott and Robt. Cur 
ran, employes at the Cooper Works, were 
severely cut and bruised about the head 
last Friday while busy with a crank on one 
of the cranes They lost control and the 
handle in turning about struck both men 
on the head.
— The law students of the city held their 
their first moot court on last Thursday, 
with Attorney Hugh Neal acting as judge 
This organization was perfected about a 
week ago and is intended to give the 
“would be" lawyers practical experience in 
the duties of a full hedged barrister.
— St. John, the distinguished ex-Gover- 
nor of Kamas, will deliver an address on 
Free Silver, at an all-day picnic in T. L, 
Garber's grove, 2| miles east of Bellville, 
Wednesday, August 12. Good speaking 
and good music both forenoon and after, 
noon. 8t. John's address at 2 o’clock.
— The Brotherhood of St. Andrew held a 
business meeting Tuesday evening and 
mapped out several liuea of work to be 
looked after by the several committees ap 
pointed. About twenty members were 
in attendance. The next regular meeting 
will be held in the Parish house the third 
Tuesday in August.
—On account of the ia es a* Columbus,'he 
C , A. A C. Ry. will sell excursion tickets 
for train No. 8 of August 6th and 7tb at 
rate of one dollar for the round trip. Tick 
ets sold at this rate are good returning only 
on train No. 7. on date of sale. For passen­
gers desiring tickets good to return until the 
close of the meeting, August 8, the rate will 
be one fare for the round trip.
— Mrs. Ella Fredrick, of Columbus, a 
former resident of this city, will carry the 
cai-es involving her husband's death and 
her own injury, to the Supreme Ckurt, the 
lower Courts deciding against her. Mr. and 
Mrs Fredrick were watching the ti e de­
partment at practice on Broad sirvet, June 
21. 1894, when the tower in falling struck 
their carriage, killing Mr. Fredrick and 
badly injuring Mrs Fredrick.
— On Sunday, August 9th, the Cleveland 
Akron A Columbus R’y., will run a popular 
cheap excursion to Columbus. The round 
(rip rate from all stations,Hudson tnOiryille 
Inclusive, and from Millersburg, Killbuck 
Gambier, Mt. Vernon and Cen'erburg will 
be$l-00. Train will leave Hudson at 6.00 
o'clock A M. stoppirg at above points for 
passengers and returning will leave Cvlum 
bus at 6 30 P. M Tickets will also be good 
on train No. 27, leaving Columbus 12.35 
midnight, fame date. There will be a base 
ball game between Columbus arid Detroit 











Allegretto, from Second Symphony by
..............................................Schuman





Prof. Frank M. McMurray, of 15 ii fin In, 
and Supt. J. P. Sharkey, of Eaton, 
are Present as Instructors—The In­
stitute ('loses Friday—List of Teach­
ers Registered.
D1HCK, lSHUYiue: awry wiia.Seymour. Mt Vernon; Lib A L«wu«, New Castle, 
Blanch L Smith, Artie E Plullip*. Lent«>rburg, 
Elizabeth l’optiam, Ada Popham. Fredenckt wn. 
E C 8l.eff.-r. Kangs; Prank H Roberts, t eiiter- 
bnrg;'.Loni-e Hamm,Mt Vernon; Helen McMann,
Gambier; F M McMurray, Buffalo, N Y; J l 
Sharkey, Eaton; Mildreth Robinson, Buckeye 
City; Killa Durbin Danville; Otho Met arron, 
Fredericktown; Mrs- Linna K Carey, Mt Vernon; 
C B Babbs, W E Babbs. Bangs; Thurman black, 
Fredericktown; O N Gaddis, Bangorvilie; 1-J'I" 
K Hall. Mansfield: C C Kind} R A Hess. Jello­






The Water Works Improveineut and 
Extension Bonds Are Resold to Co­
lumbus Parties—Mr. Bogardus Starts 
Agitation for Needed Street Im- 
proventents.
A pretty home wedding occurred Wednes­
day night when Miss Gertrude Buxton, the 
accomplished daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
N-tah Buxton, was united in holy wedlock 
to Mr. Guy Wright. The wedding ceremony’ 
was jterformed by Rev. W. (J. Eodley. at 
die beautiful home of the bride on E- Bur­
gess street.
Wihon Stansfield is visiting relatives in 
Akron.
Mr Guy Forbing has returned from Mt. 
Clemens, Mich.
Mr. M. T. Hines, of Columbus, is in the 
city on business.
Miss Elizabeth Bair went to Columbus 
Friday for ten days.
F. Mills left last Friday for a week’s stay 
in Mansfield and Canton.
Mrs Frank Harper has returned after a 
visit with Chillicothe ftiend9.
Mies Jennie Webster, cashier at Nixon A 
Co’s, is taking her vacation.
M-isfes Dora and Bessie Bennett have gone 
to Chesterville for a short visit.
Mr and Mis- A. F. Seeberger. of Chicago, 
are guests of Hon and Mrs Charles Cooper
Dr. and Mrs. E. C. Beggs left, Saturday. 
for a week's virit with relatives in Jack- 
son.
Mr. Harry C. Devin and wife have arrived 
home after a pleasant visit in Wawasee, 
Ind.
Miss Mary Price, cashier in Browning A 
Sperry's, left last Friday for a week's visit 
in Urbana.
Mrs L B. Houck returned, last Friday, 
after an extended visit with her parents in 
Bladensburg.
Mrs Louise Updegraff, of Hudson, is vis- 
i.ing friends in Gambier during the sum­
mer months.
Mr. Simon Wolff, of Wheeling. W. Va , 
is visiting his mutter, Mrs. A. Wolff, East 
Gambier street.
Mrs. El leu House, of Washing'on, D. C-, 
is the guest of Mrs. W. B. Russell, of East 
Gambler street.
Mrs. J. D.Owens and family, of this city, 
have been visiting relatives in Waterford, 
for the past week.
Mr George Ball will leave for Duluth, 
M nn.. the last of the week, for a month’s 
outing ou the lakes.
Mrs. Fred Trick and Miss Bertha Blocher 
returned Tuesday from Douglas Park, where 
they have been rusticating.
Mr. Freeman, who has been spending a 
few days with bis family, East Lamartine 
street, lias returned to Shelby.
Mrs J. Phillips and daughter Bertha, of 
West Gambier street, left last week for a 
visit with relatives in Delphos.
Miss Mary Killkenney went to Nazareth, 
Ky , last week where she will become a 
sister in the convent at that place.
Mrs. Iva 3. Baker, who has been sick for 
several weeks past, is again able to take 
charge of the choir work at St. Paul's.
Miss Da Lee Wolfe has returned to her 
home in Mansfield, after a pleasant visit 
of several weeks with Miss Hawkins at the 
Park.
Misses Jennie and Ella Landerhaugh 
came home last Saturday, after a visit with 
their sister, Mrs. Charles McManis, in Co­
lumbus.
Miss Lulu E. Ruromel and Mr. George 
Carnes, of Mansfield, were the guests of 
Auditor Blocher, of W. High street, over 
Sunday.
Mrs. M. Dermody gave a six o'clock din­
ner Saturday evening for a number of the 
friends of her son, Charley, in honor of his 
birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. Devin returned 
last week after a lengthy visit with the lat 
ter’s father, Major F. E. Marsh, at Lake 
Wawasee, Ind.
Miss Bessie Bennett, of Columbus, ajtent 
Sunday with Miss Sadee Stevens. She was 
accompanied home Monday by Miss Stevens, 
who will remain a few days.
Miss Laura Whiteside left for Columbus, 
Tuesday evening, where she remains until 
Thursday. She then goes to Frankfort, Ky., 
for the remainder of the summer.
Harry Davis, who served his apprentice­
ship in the Banner office, now a printer in 
Columbus, paid his old friends in this city 
a visit on Wednesday of last week.
Cards have been issued by Mr C.G Cooper 
of E. Gambier street, for a reception Thurs­
day afternoon from four to six o'clock in 
honor of Mrs. Hill and Miss Cady.
Harry C. Plimpton, who has been visit­
ing his sister, Mrs. J. B Beardslee, left 
Sunday for his home in New York. He 
was accompanied by his uncle, Mr. Henry 
L. Curtis.
The engagement of Miss Lou McCormick, 
an accomplished and charming society belie 
of this city, to Mr. E G. Carpenter, of Cleve­
land, is announced. The wedding will oc­
cur in October.
Mrs. C. W. McKee gave an informal party 
for several of her neighbors, at her home on 
East Gambier street, Friday evening. Re. 
freshments were served and an enjoyable 
evening passed.
Prof Hawkins inaugurated the first of 
his series of summer hops, in the pavilion, 
at the Park, Wednesday evening. There is 
no doubt but that under his direction these 
hops will become extremely popular.
Harry W. Brown, of E. Vine street, an 
employe of theC., A. A C. shops in this 
city, left for New York 8unday, and on 
Tuesday took passage on the steamer Cily 
of Paris, for Southampton, England, where 
he will visit his old home.
Two gentlemen of this city, Messrs. W. 
L. McElroy, and Frank Moore, aud 
Ralph Struble, of Fredericktown, left Tues­
day, for “Lee Clieneaux” islands, near Mac 
inac, and will hecotne modern Izaak Wal­
tons for a jteriod of two weeks.
PARK PICKUPS.
The twenty-seventh annual session of the 
Knox County Teachers’ Institute was open­
ed in the High School room in Mt. Vernon, 
Monday, Aug , 3, 1196, beginning at 10.30 
a.m with Pres. Maharry,of Centerburg,!n the 
chair. The meeting was opened with music 
under theetficient leadership of Miss Maud 
Nicholson, of Bellaire. O. Dr. Frat k M. 
McMurry of Buffalo. N Y and Supt. J. P- 
Sharkey of Eaton, O., were present as in­
structors.
After prayer by Rev. Wilber, Piof. Mc­
Murray gave a preliminary talkonl’nlagogy. 
He said that it ia astonishing how little of 
what we learn becomes a part of our inner 
life, but is thrown overboard. One reason 
we fail with our pupils is because our 
minds are fastened on wl.vt the child is able 
to receive Tlie business man lias his eye 
on the maiket that is to recrive bis wares 
as well as on what he ia to send out. Sub­
ordinate everything to the learner and fit 
what you have to give to the situation- 
Watch the person b»fore you and adapt 
your work accordingly. He then compared 
tlie human mind to the dyspeptic stomach. 
As lhat stomach is not able to receive all 
kinds of food, so we must study tlie child 
and give him the mental food he is able to 
digest. There are certain things he cannot 
lake. Too of’en be ge!s words and not 
ideas Our past experiences deiermine 
what we can take and if those experiences 
are distantly related to the man not much 
can be received. If you have no close re­
lationship wbk the topic in hand nothing 
is meaut to you. All instruction must be 
based on past experience and those past ex­
periences must be closely related.
Pres. Maharry then introduced Supt. 
Sharkey who made a few happy remarks 
by way of introducing his work for the 
coming week, assuring the institute of his 
willingness and anxiety to be helpful 
to every teacher in considering the 
work to be done in the coming year. With 
the institute comet the preparation for the 
ensuing school year. We have profited 
from our past experiences. With the 
thought that such a large fer cent, of pupils 
drop out of school the third and fifth years 
staring us in the face, we are doubly anxious 
that these first years of work be well done 
So we will renew onr efforts in the days to 
come.
The afternoon session opened with music 
by a trio of young ladies. Miss Welsliymer 
presiding at Hie piano, after wli’ch Dr. Mc­
Murray resumed his talk oo Pedagogy. 
The first factor is the person taught, the 
attention in the main is uot to he directed 
to' the study, but to the pupil. All good 
instruction is necessarily based on past 
knowlege. Remind pupils of their past 
related experiences. Never fail to make 
pupils conscious of this relation. Children 
think there is a great chasm between frac­
tions and percentage. It is our place to 
show a kinship and hence overcome ditfi- 
culties The thinking a thing is hard is 
detrimental. We should bridge chasm by 
gliding into new subjects almost without 
the ch ild knowing it. Follow the peda­
gogical truth of relating the new to past 
knowledge. Teaching does not consist in 
going forward alone. The absolute law of 
instruction is to delve hack into the mind 
before we begin the superstructure.
The institute now adjourned for recess 
after which 8upt. Sharkey gave a practical 
talk on Ari;hmetic. Some children get a 
marvelous amount of arithmetic the first 
years based upon the ability of the child 
to get, out the question is how much time 
can we afford to spend with numbers dur­
ing these first years considering the other 
work to be done. We want to teach object­
ively, but much of the first work must be 
mechanical accomplished by continnous 
drill. It may never be very important to 
explain all tlie reasons. Tlie child cannot 
comprehend why we borrow in subtraction 
but he can learn to do the work well. He 
does not get the reason and it may be a 
waste ot time to try to teach him the why. 
Long division is also a mechanical process 
and if he gets anything ot the logic it is by 
analogy, but he generally accepts the situa­
tion and does the work. We need to bear 
iD mind the easy work is to be done first. 
We want to deal with what the child com­
prehends. Leave out difficulties. The 
mind of the child is developing. Next year 
do the same work over and take up some­
thing new and finally he will comprehend 
these difficulties. He had seen teachers try 
madly, frantically to have pupils make ex­
planations where it would have been wiser 
to have the child know the process and let 
the explanation come later. Measure the 
ability of the class and work accordingly. 
It is of no use to force upon the child what 
he can't undertstand.
A spirited discussion partic’pated in by 
Messrs. McMurry, Sharkey, Roberts, and 
others followed, which brought out many 
good things, among others it wa3 thought 
not to be wise to memorize in hopes tha 
the thought may comt, hut that we should 
approach a subject from the thought side 
for in this habit is involved.
TUESDAY.
The morning session opened with singing 
after which Rtv. A. B. Herschey, of Ash­
land, conducted devotional exercises. A 
chorus was sung by Institute.
Dr. McMurray opened his talk by stating 
that all new knowledge is based on 
old knowledge. Children must know 
they have knowledgeon the subject 
presented. Develop tlie tendency to think 
good upon good questions. It is not ef­
fective work to get up and talk vigorously
The minutes of the previous day were 
then read and approved, after which a short 
recess was taken- Then the insiitute was 
called to order and Miss Ada Parnell render­
ed a pleasing recitation.
•The subject of Grammar was then dis­
cussed by Prof Sharkey. The study of 
Grammar should uive one the ability to use 
good English and to appreciate it. Langu­
age teaching should begin early and extend 
throughout the entire course The child 
should leatn the pait of speech, but no 
technical grammar-
In the afternoon, Mrs. F. A. Clough and
Miss Stella Welsh} mer sang a duet. Supt.
MRS. B F. COREY.
The many friends of Mrs. B L Corey,nee 
Rose Bailey, formerly of this city, will re­
gret to learn of her sudden death at her 
home, 21 Richland aienue, Cleveland, O., 
July 30, of heart failure. Deceased waa 
aged 29 years, is survived by her husband 
and three children, was a most estimable 
lady and beloved by all who knew her.
MRS. ELIZABETH ROGERS, 
aged 76, wife of lames Rogers, died at her 
home, corner of Sugar and Walnut streets, 
Wednesday morning, shonly after nine 
o’clock. Deceased was a daughter of James 
and Catharine Tighe, and was born in 
county Cavan, Ireland. She came to Phil­
adelphia in 1846, and to Mt Vernon in 1853* 
She was married in January, 1855, to Janies 
Rogers, four children blessing the union, all 
of whom died in infancy, except Julius* 
who resides in this city. She was a sister 
of the late James Tighe, and has one sister, 
Mre. Hugh Benigen, residing in Ft. W’ayne. 
Death resulted from dysentary, though she 
suffered a strike of paralysis about sixteen 
months ago from which she never re­
covered. The funeral arrangements have 
not been complete 1, but will probably be 
held Friday in St. Vincent de Paul’s 
church.
STILL PROGRESSING.
Arrangements for Free Street Fair 
Rein;; Rapidly Completed.
In a supplement in this issue of the Ban­
ner will be found the premium list of the 
Mr. Vernon Free Street Fair. The commit­
tee has gone to considerable expense and 
labor in making the list as profitable as 
(tossihle to exhihitors.
With eveiy day, the interest in the com­
ing exhibition increases and all indications 
point to an increased success over last year. 
The plan of the fair will be similar to that 
of heretofore. South Main sueet will he 
utilized for the agricultural exhibits and 
the live stock display will be around Monu­
ment square. Arrangements are being 
made for daylight fireworks, which will 
prove an interesting feature in itself. Don't 
forg« t the date, September 14, 15 and l'i.
WEEKLY’ CROP BULLETIN
Showing the Condition of Crops 
Throughout this Section.
Following is the crop report for that sec­
tion of Ohio of which Knox county is a 
part, for week ending Monday:
Middle Section: The average of the 
highest temperature each day was 86degrees,• 
of the lowest, 66 digieea Heavy rains have 
fallen during the past week and with warm 
weather has caused heavy growth of crops 
on welt drained land, but hillsides are badly 
washed and low bottom lands are flooded, 
the streams leaving their banks and de­
stroy ing every thing in their path. The 
ground has been too wet and soft during 
die week for farm woik aud harvest has 
been delayed. Considerable wheat and 
oats not housed have been badly damaged 
or destroyed by being continually wet. The 
corn has been badly injured by the rain 
and wind, and much fruit blowu off. Many 
fields of oats will not be cut, owing to the 
delay ia harvesting; it has become too ripe 
and the straw has fallen. 8<une hay is not 
yet cut end much of it will be worthless. 
Meadows Chat have been cut are springing 
up rapidly. Potatoes are beginning to rot. 
Hungarian and millet have been badly 
damaged by the late storms. Pastures are 
in good condition. Grapes rotting on the 
vines. Clover meadows makiDg rapid 
growth.
NO CHANGES ON THE C. A. & C.
The Road Will Continue Under 
ent Management.
Pres-
The Cleveland Leader says:
Information from an authentic source is 
that the railroad properties controlled by 
Senator Calvin S. Brice will not be consol­
idated. The frequency with which the 
amalgamation s'ory is circulated keeps the 
employes of the railroad, who are not in the 
confidence of Mr. Brice, and very f<:w are, 
in constant fearxif removal.
Officials of the Cleveland, Akron & Col 
umbus railroad yesterday said that in their 
belief the transportation interests owned by 
Senator Brice would not be consolidated, 
owing to the fact that the reported scheme 
would be impracticable. The Brice roads 
are the Cleveland, Akron A Columbus, the 
Cincinnati, Jackson & Mackinac, the Lake 
Erie & Western, and Northern Ohio. The 
mileage is about 1,500 scattered all over 
Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, and Penn­
sylvania. It is said the lines are consolidat­
ed at present as much as they ever will be. 
Vice President and General Manager George 
L. Bradbury of the Lake Erie <fc Western 
is also vice president of the Cleveland, Ak­
ron <fc Columbus Mr. Bradbury, whose 
headquarters are in Indianapolis, is thecon- 
fi lential adviser of Mr. Brice, and, accord­
ing to report, is practically the head of Sena 
tor Brice’s railroad properties Au oflicia* 
of the Cleveland, Akron, A Columbus said 
yesterday that as far as was known to the 
minor officials of the line ihe executive 
heads of of the «T6^.rat interests were or­
ganized, and that Mr. Bradbury, or some 
other official as near as Mr. Brice, was look­
ed upon as the managerial herd.
From this it mint he deducted that the 
roads are run by one management.
According to report it is not unlikely 
that a few changes may be made in the 
management of the railroad lin#3, but alter­
ations may be made in the management of 
any road.
Personal Mention of the Doings About 
tlie Land of Laughing Waters.
Cyrus Coup and family are occupying 
Petoskey cottage. : Sharkey then continued his talk on arith-
Messrs. Charles Peugli and John Kline, ’ metic. After a piano solo by Miss Welshy. 
with their families, are at I.agonda cottage mer, Miss Ethel Boyd, of Fredericktown,
JOHNNY COMES MARCHING HOME
Vance Cadets Arrive in the City Mon­
day, From Camp.
The Vance Cadets, of the Ohio National 
Guard, arrived in this city Monday after 
noon, after a week’s outing with the 17th 
Regiment at camp “ Moses Cleveland," ihree 
miles wrst olCleveland on the Lake front 
With the exception of “that tired feeling’ 
the boys are all feeling well, aud no serious 
remits are anticipated All report an ex 
cellent time in camp, and would have will­
ingly remained another week The camp 
dinner glv.n by Co C, Sunday, lias never 
been equalled in the history of the Ohio 
National Guard. About one hundred from 
this city were guests of the company on 
that day. The trip home was uneventful 
with the exception of a breakdown of the 
engine at Millersburg, delaying the train at 
tbit point about two hours.
for the month of August.
Mrs. Blanchard, her mother anl aunt, 
will occupy Winona cottage daring camp 
meeting.
One of the largest excursions of the sea­
son came in on Tuesday from towns along 
the C., A. A C., north, bringing their own 
brass bands with them. The day wa9 an 
ideal one for such a picnic and all erijoyed 
themselves thoroughly.
A party from Shelby will pitch their tents 
and go into camp at the Park for two 
weeks. •
The B. A O train from the north, due 
here at 11:20, will this morning bring in 
about 500 people from Butler and vicinity 
who wilPpicnic at the park, returning at 
8:06 this evening.
Seven new performers yesterday joined 
the company playing at the Park Casino, 
making thirteen in all.
The free silver men of Knox county, to­
gether with their families, will spend Sat­
urday of this week at the park. In the 
morning an address will be delivered by 
Rev. G. W. Ball, and in the afternoon Gov. 
St. John will speak on “Hard Times; the 
John
delivered a pleasing recitation. Dr. Mc­
Murray concluded the program with his 
talk on pedagogy. Superintendent A’gire, 
of Fredericktown, was appointed Secretary 
of the reading circle for the year.
In the evening, Supt. Sharkey delivered 
an excellent lecture on “Matter vs- Meth­
od,” at the Disciple church.
WEDNESDAY.
Rev. Rose opened Wednesday’s session 
with prayer, followed by a recitation by 
Miss Harriet Larimore.
Dr. McMurray then began his taik on 
“Geography.” At the close of his talk he 
answered a number of questions in regard 
to the relation this study should bear upon 
the course of reading laid down for the 
reading circle.
Prof. Sharkey spoke at some length on 
the method ot teaching grammar. The 
session closed with Supt. Algire’s report of 
the reading circle.
Following is a list of teachers having 
registered up to the time of going to press:
A D Metzar. Gambier; J*K Baxter, Mt VernoD; 
CG Weaver, Brandon. U G Harris, Brandon; C
THE TRAVELERS’ BONANZA.
Cheap Rates ffered Tourists Who
Desire to Travel During Summer.
For the centeunial celebration, Cleveland, 
Ohio, July 22 to Sept. 10, 1896, the C., A. A 
C. railway will sell excursion tickets to 
Cleveland from all points and on dates as fol­
lows: From all stations on Wednesday, 
July 22, Thursday, July 30, Wednesday, 
August 12 and Thursday, Sept. 10, at a rate 
of one fare for the round trip. In addition, 
all stations, M:. Vernon and north may sell 
I on July 28 at the above rate. Tickets good
going only on date of sale and good return 
ing not later than three days, including 
date of sale.
On August 5 and 6, the Baltimore A Ohio 
Railroad will sell excursion tickets to Salt 
Lake City, Utah, at a rate of one fare for 
the round trip, plus $2 00, account Interna 
tional Association Fire Engineers. Tickets 
will be good for return leaving Salt Lake 
City on August 15 and 22, 1896.
On Wednesday, August 26, the Cleveland 
Akron A Columbus Ry. will run an excur­
sion from Columbus, Zanesville and inter­
mediate points to Niagara Falls, via Cleve­
land and the palatial steamer City of Bufialo, 
of the Cleveland A Buffalo Transit Co. The 
round trip rate to Niaeara Falls will be $5 00 
from Columbus and Zanesville, $4 75 from 
Millersburg $4 50 from Orrville, $4 00 from 
Akron and propoitionately low rates from 
intermediate stations Special train will 
leave Columbus at 12:00 o’clock noon of that 
day aud Zanesville at 1:00 P. M , making 
fast time.
Official Program.
The street fair committee have decided 
that the official premium list of the street 
fair will bejtlie offic'al program. No person 
is authorized to solicit advertisements for an 
official program and our merchants are 
asked to not lend their aid in this direction.
By order Committee.
Perhaps the last chapter was enacted by 
the City Fathers Monday night in the inter­
ests of the extension of the water works. 
The purchase of the proposed land has 
been authorized according to the almost 
unanimous wishes of tjie voters as express­
ed in the special election held for determin­
ing the issuance of the bonds. The pur­
chase price is the same as originally agreed 
upon, which yet leaves a fund of nearly 
$3,000 for the improvement of the proposed 
park.
A firm of Cleveland bankers that had 
been awarded the bonds, refused to take 
them unless a new set was lithographed 
bearing the signature of the Mayor, but as a 
Columbus linn stood ready to take the 
bonds at tlie same figure, they weie accord­
ingly sold to this firm.
Nine members of the City Council were 
present at the regular session Monday night, 
the absentees being Collins, Thayer and 
Vance.
Th-< Mayor wss present and made a report 
to the effect that he had placed a policeman 
on duty to kill dogs which are running 
loose contrary to law. He also asked for an 
extra policeman for Sunday duty.
The City Solicitor stated that in regard to 
the improvements which had recently been 
made on South Mulberry street, owing to 
the fact that there were no funds in the 
Second ward treasury, recommended that 
the same be paid from the general fund- 
Mr. Meyers then offered a motion that the 
improvements on South Mulberry street be 
paid from the general fund, which was 
carried.
THE CIVIL ENGINEER.
City Civil Engineer Cassil, then made the 
following report, in writing:
The Hon.,the City Council, Mt.Vernon.O ,
Gentlemen; —At the request of the Street 
Committee, I have estimated the cost of 
constructing passage for the water accumu­
lating on North Main street, at the North 
West corner of Main and Chestnut streets, 
and at the N. W and N E. corners of Main 
street and the Public Square, and find a 
closely approximate cost to be eight dol 
lars ($8) each. These will provide for the 
surplus water on North Main street, but the 
great amount of water accumulating on the 
West side of ihe Public Square, and on 
North Plum alley can be kept off Mulberry 
street only with a sewer on West High 
street, or by connection with Plum alley 
sewer. A gcod catch basin at the North 
West corner of High street and the Public 
Square and two smaller ones at the South 
West corner of the Public Square would 
provide for all the surplus water to these 
points. I would recommend that the City 
Solicitor be requested to furnish your hon­
orable body with the exact legal status of 
the city with Plum alley sewer.
I have the honor of calling your atten­
tion to condition of the alley running from 
the Third ward school house grounds East 
to McKenzie street, and its surroundings. 
The late rains have tilled some of the vaults 
on the South side of said alley to overflow­
ing. and this with the drainage from the 
Hables on said alley accumulate at the’ 
S. W. corner of the new addition North of 
that alley and runs down into the very 
doors of the houses lately built on the South 
side of Sugar street, and into the cellars 
creating a very. offensive nuisance. Tlie 
only remedy for this is to bring this alley 
to grade, and run the drainage to McKen­
zie street. Respectfully Submitted.
A- Cassil, C. C. E-
Upon motion of Mr. McFeeley, the report 
was adopted, ar.d the alley mentioned or­
dered brought tograde.
clerk’s report.
The Cleik reported that Lamprecht Bros., 
of Cleveland, to whom had been sold the 
$15,000 worth of “Water Works Improve­
ment and Extension Bonds,” refused to ac­
cept them on the grounds that they were 
irregular. They claimed they should have 
been s'gned by the Mayor instead of Presi­
dent of Council. The Clerk read a commu­
nication from the Fourth National Bank, 
of Columbus, wherein they agreed to ac­
cept the bonds, paying therefor $15,061 and 
accrued interest from July 1. Mr- Welsh 
then offered a resolution disposing of the 
bonds to the above firm, at the figure 
name J, which was adopted
PETITION TO ABOLISH HEDGE FENCE.
Considerable merriment was aroused 
when the Clerk read the following memo­
rial:
To the Hon. City Council of Mt.Vernon.O.:
We, tbs undersigned, citizens of Mt. Ver­
non,immediately affected, memorialize your 
honorab.e body to abate the nuisance of a 
ild grown, unkempt hedge fence, on East
Pleasant street on the Warden premises 
It is an eye sore to the neighborhood, a dis­
grace to the owner, and a s_cat«lal to our 
civilization.
Mr. McFeely moved that the matter be 
referred to the Civil Engineer, to see that 
the city’s portion of the fence he cut, and 
that the owner of the Warden premises be 
ordered to cut and trim hedge to legal 
height. Mr. Welsh thought that the nio- 
tigp should he laid on the table. Civil En­
gineer Cassil explained that the hedge had 
been planted before the land was taken into 
the corporation, and that when it was sub­
divided some of the hedge was thrown into 
an alley. Mr. McFeely s motion was then 
passed.
A communication was then read from 
the Water Works Trustees, recommending 
the purchase of about 2.3 acres of additional 
grounds for the water works, at a cost of 
$12,000. Upon motion of Mr. West, the 
recommendation was adopted.
Mr. McFeely asked that the FireCommit- 
tee be given at thority to sell the old hcok 
and ladder wagon, which was granted.
Mr. West, of the Police Committee, asked 
that President of Council be appointed 
Chairman of committee, to hear the charges 
preferred against Officer Lauderbaugh, in 
the absence of Mr. Vance. Carried.
Upon motion of Mr. Larimore, the report 
of the Eiatern district sewer was taken fiom 
the table and referied to the Sewer Commit­
tee.
The Mayor’s request for an extra police­
man on Sunday, was granted for three 
months.
Mr. Bogardus moved, that the Street 
Committee be instructed to investigate, and 
report at their earliest convenience, the 
comparative cost of paving the gutters with 
yitrified brick, and excavating the balance 
of the street not less than six inches and 
tilling with either crushed stone or gravel 
to thestreel grade; or paving the entire 
width of the street with vitrified brick. 
Also, to report what in their judgment, is 
the best method of caring for the unirn 
proved streets of our city. AIho, that the 
committee be requested to submit a plan 
for the disposal of the water that comes 
down Spice alley, Hamtramcx street, and 
Division street. Carried.
Mr. West moved that Civil Engineer no­
tify parties owning the Miller, Sapp and 
Feeny properties, on Gambier street, to 
bring sidewalks to grade within thirty 
days. Carried.
After passing the regular pay ordinance, 
Council adjourned for two weeks.
MT. VERNON A HOT PLACE,
Thinks a Jewish Traveling Man 
After a Short Stay.
A traveling salesman of Jewish extrac­
tion, giving the name of E. Teschner, got 
into quiie a “mussup” in this city, last 
Thursday afternoon. Teschner. in compa­
ny with a friend, went to the repair shop of 
Ed. Sapp on South Main street, about norm 
and tried to rent wheels fora ride. Mr. 
Sapp informed the gentlemen that he had 
none to rent, whereupon they left the shop, 
but took two wheels fiom among several 
standing on the pavement outside the 
shop, and started for a spin. In a short 
time, however, they returned with a punc­
tured tire and on demand of Mr. Sapp for 
payment for the same, they refused and left 
without settling. When this part of the 
program had been reached Mr. Sapp got out 
a writ of attachment on Teschner’s baggage 
which was served by Constable Walters 
When Waiters attempted to take <he fellow’s 
baggage which was at the 8t. James, bis 
friend bobbed up serenely and claimed both 
name aud baggage as belonging to himself 
and said that the salesman giving liis name 
as E Teschner had done so wrongfully. 
This bluff did not work with tlie Constable 
who took possession of the property. Later 
a warrant was sworn out by Mr. Sapp for 
t he arrest of a “man going by the name of 
E. Teschner” on the charge of taking a 
bicycle without the owner’s consent. Thia 
warrant was served and things were begin­
ning to look serious for the unknown one, 
so he decided to settle up affairs ia the 
quickest way possible. He paid the costs 
for both tire attachment notice and arrest 
and five dollars to Mr. Sapp for the tire—in 
all rather an expensive ride.
THE SESSION HAS CLOSED
And theStndentsof theNornial School 
Have Gone to Their Homes.
The Central Ohio Normal College and 
Commercial Institute of Mt Vernon, closed 
the normal term Friday afternoon with a 
well prepared program. Very efficient 
work has been accomplished this terra un­
der the direction of Profs E. A. Palmer, J. 
H. Hanna, W. L. 8turm and J. O- Grisso
A number of new applications have al­
ready been received for next term, and a 
goodly number of the present students de­
sire to return at the opening of next term.
For the coming year, G 8. Harter and F. 
L. Lewis have been added to the college 
faculty. Mr. Harter is a teacher of long 
experience and holds a life certificate in this 
state. He will take the position of Presi­
dent and Principal of the preparatory and 
normal departments. Mr. Lewis is a grad 
uate of our High school and a student of 
Wooster. His position is that of Principal 
of the commercial department- Mr. Palmer 
takes the position of Secretary and Finan­
cial Agent.
The present outlook for the college is 
good and with a reasonable amount of sup­
port the school will, without a doubt, prove 
a credit to Ihe city.
FISH “TAILS?
ReA Brace of Them that Would 
Good Anywhere.
Fora fish story, the following as told in a 
Millersburg dispatch to the Cleveland Plain 
Dealer is first rate:
“Henry Wilson hails from the head 
of Killbuck Creek in this county. 
Near His home is an old 'squire of the name 
of Spence, who believes that any living 
thing can be taught to live out of its ele­
ment. Several months ago he caught a 
large catfish without doing it any injury 
and proceeded in an experiment to prove 
his theory. He dug a hole io his yard, 
which he filled with water and in which he 
deposited the fish. Every day he drew out 
a portion of the water until there was very 
little left. This he let evaporate and won­
derful to say the fish still lived, accustom­
ing itself to the air and apparently thriv­
ing.
“Finally ’Squire Spence took the fish out 
of the hole and kept him in the yard,where 
he fed him aLd treated him in much the 
same way that he would treat any barn­
yard animal.
“The fish at once took on docile habits 
and became very affectionate. Whenever 
it would see its master, it gave forth a sound 
of recognition and wabbled itself as near as 
possible to him. Spence petted him and 
became so fond of him that he would often 
take him along with him wheu he went 
away from home-
“One thing peculiar about the fish was 
that it would never have anything to do 
with the other members of Spence’s family 
but would show great fear at their approach. 
Spence was very jubilant at the apparent 
vindication of his theory and was preparing 
to exhibit the phenomenon at the county 
fair in his section.
“But the most remarkable part of the 
story yet remains to be told. One day as 
Spence was starting off for a short walk, the 
fish started to wabble along after him. All 
went well until Spence crossed a shallow 
creek on a foot log and the fish in attempt­
ing to follow got ss far as the middle of the 
log, lost his balance and fell into the water. 
Spence could have saved the fish, but sup­
posing that it could swim, he let it alone, 
when to his surprise, the fish, after making 
several desperate flounders in the water, 
keeled over on its back and drowned. So 
far as can he ascertained this is the first in­
stance on recoid of a fish being drowned, 
hut Mr. Wilson appears to be a reliable man 






To he Held in Till* City 
Sept. I to 4.
At That Time, Luke Hiawatha Park 
Will be Converted Into a City of 
Tenta —Date Postponed From Aug­
ust 11 —Some of Its F’amous Com- 
in antlers.
The Sherman Brigade will hold their 
twenty-seventh annual reunion in thia city, 
Sep'ember 1 to 4, inclusive. They will pitch 
their tents inside Lake Hiawatha Park, and 
have named it Camp Vance. This famous 
organization was commanded during the 
war by General Thomas J. Wood, General 
James A. Garfield, late President of ihe 
United States; Charles G. Harker, who was 
killed at the battle of Kenesaw Mountain;, 
Georgia, June 27, 1864- The cavalry was 
commanded by General Judson Kilpatrick, 
in the famous march to the sea.
The date originally decided upon was 
August 11 to 14. hut owing to the fact that 
all the State tents will be in use by the Ohio 
National Guard on that date, it was neces­
sary to select a later date. The following 
program has been arranged for observation 
during the encampmen':
TUESDAY.
Reception ofComrades and Greeting.
Assignment of Quarters.
Informal organization.
WEDNESDAY, G A. R. DAY.
Salute at Sunrise 
Reveille.
6:00 a. m Break fast Call.
7:00 a. m. Sick Call.
8:00 a. x. Guard Mount.
10:00 a x. Assembly Call for the trans­
action of business.
Music by Glee Club.
Prayer, Chaplain 3. F. Morris. 
Music by Mandolin Club. 
Regular order of business, ap­
pointment of committees, etc. 
12:00 x. Dinner Call.
1:00 p x. Assembly Call.
M usic by Band.
Prayer.
Music by Glee Club.
Address of Welcome, Mayor L. G
Hunt.
Response, Capt. C. E Vorhees,
Coshocton, 0.
Music by Band.
Address by Hon. E L. Lybarger,
Dept. Commander.
Addresses by Hon. Columbus
Delano and Col. W. C. Cooper. 
An Original Poem by Col. W. F.
Hinman, author of Si Kleg. 
Music by Mandolin Club.
8.00 p. x. Camp Fire conducted by Adj. C.
Woodruff, Peru, O.
Addresses by Judge J. B. Waight,
Col. R. C. Brown and L. B.
Houck, followed by Army
Songs and Stories, etc, by all. 
Music by Glee Club, Mandolin
Club aud Baud.
THURSDAY.
Day for all Soldiers, Sailors and Marines.
Salute at Sunrise.
Reveille.
6.00 a. x. Breakfast Call.
7:00 a. x. Sick Call.
8:00 a. x. Assembly call for meeting of
Brigade.
Report of committees aud trans­
action of business.
12:00 x. Dinner Call.
1:30 p- x. Assembly Call.
Music by Band.
Prayer.
Music by Mandolin Club. 
Recitation by Miss Verna Fow­
ler.
Addresses by Hon. John Sher­
man, Gov. Asa S. Bushnell 
and Hon. H. H. Greer.
Recitation by Miss Helen Gor­
don.
Music by Glee Club.
8:00 p. x. Camp Fire conducted by Capt- 
A. P. Baldwin, Akron, O.
A<ldresses by Judge J. 8. Gill, 
Hon. W. M. Koons, W. 8* 
Kerr, W. L. McElroy, followed 
by another free-for-all.
Music by Mandolin Glee Club 
and Band.
FRIDAY.
10:00 a. x. Strike tents, break ranks, fare­
well, and God bless you 'till 
we meet again.
FROM tRIDLF 10 GRiFLDAMAGES suitBrought in Common Plea* Court — 
Other Items From the Records.
The County Commissioners held their 
regular sessi in Monday and transacted con* 
siderable business.
The most important transaction was the 
acceptance of Architect L~uis lane s plans 
for the inipsovenrent of the County jail* 
The board consists of Commissioners Rice’ 
Murphy and Hamilton, Sheriff Chas. 8* 
3«pp, Prebate Judge Critchtield, and J. B. 
Graham, appointed by Judge Weight.
W. L Carey was allowed $5o for assisting 
in the piosccution ofSilas Workman.
A |>etition praying for a bridge over Rea- 
gle Run, in Clsy township, was received 
and filed. A petition for a bridge nrar 
James Laughery’s, on the Bladensburg and 
Mt. Vernon road, was received and filed.
INJUNCTION.
Marion K. Potter has brought injunction 
proceedings against Reuben and Elva 
Lonev. He avers that he i9 the owner of 
rands in Wayne township, and that the de- 
feu 'ants are owners of lands contiguous to 
his. According to plaintiff's petiiiou.tyere 
is an open ditch running a’ong the sonth 
side of the road next to Uie premises of saJd 
defendants; that defendants are einplyim: 
an open ditch from their lauds into the 
open ditch along the roadway; that the 
waters from raid ditch overflow the road - 
way and inundate lands of the plaintiff. 
He therefore prays for injunction and oilier 
equitable relief. Cooper .t Moore for plain­
tiff, L- C. Stillwell for defendants.
DAXAGES TO $3,0C9.
Lee Hanger, a laborer employed on the 
tracks of the C , A & C. near Howard, has 
beguu suit for damages in the sura of $3,000. 
Hanger was working under the direction of 
Michael Rarick, a track foreman on April 
14, 1896, engaged in what is known as 
hreal'ing a rail. This consists in cutting 
the rail pu'tly in two, and then breaking 
it, by raising it and allowing it to 
fall. While thus engaged, ow.\ig to the 
negligence of Rarick, as alleged by Hangv.’. 
the men assisting in doing the work allowed 
the rail to fall, crushing Hanger s left foot. 
Wm. M. Koons and W. L McElroy are at­
torneys for plaintiff, with Cooper & Moore, 
for defendants.
PROBATE NEWS.
Wm. L Perry has been appointed guardi­
an of Catharine Phillips, giving $1,200 bond 
with Daniel Keefer and Wm. M. Koons as 
sureties.
Harrison Myers, guardian of Charles R. 
Fad ley, has filed his final occount.
H. H. Greer, administrator of Wm. Mc­
Clelland, has tiled bis first partial account,
DEEDS RECORDED
Michael R. Weyant, et al., to Frances M. 
Stimmel, 107i acres in Morris, $10,C00.
George Simmonds, extr., to Emma I. Har­
ris, lot 16 in Blocher's addition, $209.
Chas. H, Garland to Morris Hagerty, 1 
acre in Morris, $809.
Gaar. Scott & Co. to J. C-GAlbieath, 57 
acres iu Liberty, $800.
J R Penn, executor,to John Place, lots 91 
and 92in Academia, $150-
J. R. Penn to J. Place, lot 93 in Academia, 
$1,500
John Wical to John Place, lot 117 in Aca­
demia, $200.
Chas. L. Bishop to Eliza Landacre, parcel 
in Centerburg, $150.
W. II. Shaffer to Allen Frost, 1 acre in 
Hilliar, $1.
Sybil F. Banbury to Chaa. F. Banbury, 
111 acres in Jefferson, $600.
Adam Wolfe, extr.. to T„ W. V. <fc O. R. 
R., 21 8-10 acres in Union. $1,600.





Please announce that my name will be 
presented to ihe coming Democratic County 
Convention for Ihe nomination for Probate 
Judge F. O. Levering.
Commissioner.
Editor Banner:
Please state in the Banner that I am a 
candidate for County Commissioner sub­





To tiie Democracy of Knox County:
By using printers' ink in this way, I hope
to inform you that I feel disposed to appear 
as a “receptive" candidate for tly» nomina­
tion to the Clerk of Courts, subject to kind 
dispensation by the delegates in conven­
tion. Respectfully,
Wx. A. 8ilcott.
Knox County Vila] Statia- 
<i«*N Ka.Nt Year.
Coiinii nipt ion, Pneumonia 
and Paralygltt
Claim the Most Victims, While Cholera 
lufaiitiim Takes Off the Usual Num* 
her of Infants—Occupation and Na­
tivity of Deceased—Probate Court 
Business During the Year.
Probate Judge Critchtield has compiled 
his report of the vital statistics of Knox 
county for the year endiDg March 31, 1896, 
from which the foliowiog figures are ob­
tained;
DEATHS.
Total number of deaths 234 of whom 232 
were white ana two colored. Ninety were 
single, 106 weie married, 37 widowed, and 
one unknown. One hundred aud thirteen 
were males and 121 were females. Thirty- 
two were le-s than one year old; 8 Iretwcen 
one and two; 4 between two aud three; 1 
between four and five; 8 between five and 
ten; 2 between ten and fifteen; 11 between 
fifteen and twenty; 10 between twenty and 
twenty-five; 11 between twenty-five and 
thirty; C between thirty and thirty-five; 5 
between thirtylive and forty;? between forty 
and forty-five; 11 between forty-five and 
fifty; 8*between fifty an l fifty-five; 10 be­
tween fifty-five and sixty; 13 betweeu sixty 
and sixty-five; 13 between sixty five and 
seventy; 24 between seventy and seventy- 
five; 23 between seventy-live and eighty; 12 
between eighty and eighty-tive; 9 between 
eighty five and ninety; 3 between ninety 
and ninety-five.
The causes of death are as follows: Chol­
era infantum, 18; cholera morbus, 2; croup, 
2; erysipelas, 1; typhoid fever, 11; influenza, 
(La Grippe, epidemic t ttarrh) 7; measles, 3; 
cerebro spinal meningetis, 3; carbuncle, I; 
unknown, £8; blood poisoning, 1; cancer, 5; 
rheumatism, 1; astftoiA, 1; diabetis, 1; con­
sumption, 23; tubercular perilQnite3, 5; par­
alysis, 13; inflammation of brain tisatte, 
apoplexy, 4; inflammation of brain cover­
ings, 1; inflammation of spinal cord, 1; in­
sanity, 1; valvular disease of the heart, 1; 
hypertrophy of heart, 5; fatty and granu­
lar degeneration of heart, 5; atrophy of 
heart, 6; other diseases of heart, 10; pneu­
monia. 20; congestion of the lungs, 1; ca­
tarrh of bowels, 1; catarrh of stomach, 2; 
rupture. 1; stricture of bowels, 1; ulcer of 
stomach, 1; other diseases of digestive tract, 
1; Bright's disease. 5: calculus, 2; ovarian 
tumors. 2; child birth. 2; old age, 16; still­
born, 5; premature birth, 1; deaths resulting 
from fractures, 2; shot wounds, 2; poison, 2; 
suicide. 2; unknown accidental death it.
Of those who died there was 1 bauker, 1 
bricklayer, 6 carpenters. I clerk, 1 clergy­
man. 2 doctors, 41 f irmers, 44 housekeepers,
2 laborers. 3 merchants, 1 miner, 1 tailor, 13 
otherwire engaged, 117 no occupation, in 
eluding children.
Two hundred and six were native bom 
Americans, 7 from England and Wales, 2 
from Germany, 2 from Ireland, 17 of un­
known nativity.
BIRTHS AND MARRIAGES.
Four hundred and seventy seven children 
were born during the year, of whom 235 
were males and 242 females. Four of these 
were colored.
Two hundred and fifty eight couples were 
married, 254 by license and 4 couples had 
bans published.
LETTERS OF GUARDIANSHIP.
Thirty-three letters of guardianship were 
issued, in which were included 51 children, 
2 insane persons aud 8 imbeciles.
LETTERS OF ADMINISTRATION.
Fifty-six wills were admitted to probate. 
35 letters testamentary issued, 65 letters of 
administration issued, and 101 estates ad­
ministered upon.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Letters of naturalization were issued to 8 
persons from England and Wales, and 1 
from Germany.
One boy was sent to the Reform Farm at 
Lancaster.
Nine males and three females were sent 
to the Columbus Slate Hospital for Insane, 




Every evening this week, Cross and 
Holden’s New York stars, direct from 
Tony Pastor's Theater, New York 
City.
No charge for admission to the Casino. 
Admission at gates, 5 cents.
Cause and Kemedy?^ Gov. SL John_ IS • wEdSV. Mt^rnon; j’vSr"Harae.’D^rihe; 
understood to bs a very able speake and Knox, Fredericktown; C V Trott, Martins-
at this time will undertake to answer any .......................... - — — -
preations on financial matters that may be
put to him by his hearers.
— On the second page of the Banner Mr. 
J. M. Styers calls the attention of the pub­
lic to ihe several varieties of coal he is idl­
ing, particularly to the famous Sedalia,
burg; C W Barber, Mt Vernon; 8 11 Maharry. 
Centerburg; L B Houck. Mt Vernon; Grace Got.- 
sage. Carrie Hinkle, B L Jones, Mt Vernon; 
Effa Fike. B D Mitchell. Millwood; Della Welsh. | 
Bangs; Anna Sensei. Mary DeVoe, Mt Vernon; 
Anna B Severns. Fredericktown; W F Beam. 
Jelloway; G 8 Harter, J A Shaffer, Mt Vernon; 
Harry H Doup. Democracy; W F Algire, L Guy 
Scholes, Edwin H McKinney, Fredericktown; J 
E Proper, Bangs; G H A Stinematea, Mt Vernon :
J C Duncanson. Bloomfield; H W Thayer, Isabel
The Bryan Silver Club.
The meeting for organization of the Bry­
an Silver Club will be held at Kirk hall, 
Friday evening at 7 o'clock. The commit­
tee will report the Constitution and By 
Laws, and Officers. After the organization 
there will be speeches. There is so mnch 
interest in the Club that there are already 
upwards of 200 names on the roll of mem 
bership.
The Free Silver club met Monday evening 
to finish organising.
Mrs, Sarah Critchtield is visiting in Gam­
bier this week.
Quite a number took in the tup to Silver 
Lake, last Thursday.
Miss Gertie McNabb is visiting her uncle, 
Mr. Geo. McNabb.
Mr. Blair visited friends last week.
The Epworth League social held at the
home of Miss Whitworth, on Friday night 
wa» very well attended.
Rev. Hartley preached here Saturday and 
Sunday evenings.
The people of the community are glad to 
see the sun once more.
The hard storm Thursday gave the super­
visors something to do.
— Who will get up the largest club for 
the campaign Banner ? The price has been 
put at the cost of priuting it—only 25 cents-
Not long since, a Banner man had occa­
sion to visit the nestling little village of 
Brink Haven, perched on the cliffs that 
overhang the beautiful Mohican. While 
there, he met a gentleman advanced in years 
who had passed most of life’s milestones 
with rod in hand. He grew reminiscent 
under the fire of the newspaper man, and 
began to unravel some choice yarns.
“Several years ago carp were so plentiful 
in the Mohican that they threatened to ex­
terminate all other breeds. In course of 
time they grew to immense proportions. 
Finally, the farmers along the banks con. 
structed chutes leading from ihe river to a 
feed lot, and in that way many of them 
succeeded in enticing enough of the carp 
from the river to fatten herds of hogs.
“At that time there lived north of here 
several miles, a fanner named George 
Charleston. He was perhaps the originator 
of the idea of making the carp a prey for 
the swine, and had long fattened bis pork­
ers at tlie expense of the Mohican. One 
evening after allowing the usual number of 
fish to pass up the chutes, he returned to 
bis house and retired. Throughout the 
night he heard strange noises emanating 
from the feed lot and upon arising in the 
morning, hasiily proceeded to investigate. 
When be arrived at the feeding place a 
strange sight met his eyes. The swine bad 
devoured all the fish except one, and this 
one. which was a large specimen, had 
turned tables and shown fight. He had 
succeeded in completely routing the pork­
ers, driving them into a corner where he 
held them at bay. Mr- Charleston, by 
friendly manifestations soon induced the 
carp to accompany him home'where he 
thrived and like the ’Squire s catfish, readi­
ly became accustomed to a life out of water. 
It was not long thereafter until Charleston 
caught another which he similarly educat­
ed.”
It is solemnly asserted by the narrator o^ 
the story that these carp fast grew into use. 
fulness. They were used for all domestic 
purposes. For several years Charleston 
dispensed with horses, and with his team of 
carp, plowed and cultivated a forty acre 
tract of land. But the changed condition of 
life finally broke them down and they died 
and were buried in the sands at the bottom 
of the Mohican.
Office’s of Sherman Brigade for 1896 — 
President, Hon. John Sherman; first vice 
president, I. W. Miller, Squadron, Tiffin, 
O.; second vice president, J. W. Leidig, 64th 
Mansfield, O ; third vice president, T. P. 
Kent, Batterj*, Wooster, O ; fourth vice 
president, H. C. Oldroyd, C5tb, Bowling 
Green, O.; secretary, Thomas Everly, Squad­
ron, Holmesville, O ; treasurer, E. Moores, 
65th, McZamia, O-; surgeon, A. C. Mathias, 
65th, Gilboa, O„- chaplain, B. F. Morris, 
Squadron, Shenandoah, O ; marshal, 8- H. 
Tucker, Vernon Junction, O.
Executive committee—A. Cassil, Mt. Ver­
non, O.; I. W. Miller, Tiffin, O.; Thomas 
Everly. Home3ville, O.: J. G. Crifchfield, 
Howard, 0 ; O. D. Welker, Millwood, O; 
Jacob Lybarger, Mt. Vernon, O ; Stephen 
Craig, Mt. Vernon, O.; Andrew Howe, Mt. 
Vernon, O-; J. R. Lybarger, Buckeye City, 
Ohio.
LOCAL GRAIN MARKET.
Corrected weekly by the North-West 
ern Elevator & Mill Co.
Wheat, new.................................... r0




“ Best Flour....................... 1.00
Cash paid for wheat; millfeed always 
or sale.
Board, tuition, room and books, $•’> a 
week at Franklis College, New Ath­
ens, O. Send for catalogue and plan to 
earn expenses.
SpeciallBargain Counters for July at 
Frank L. Beam’s.
Don’t fail to stop and see the artistic 
and beautiful new styles in Wall Paper 
at ARNOLD’S. Prettier than ever and 
at lower prices than ever. All old stock 
closed out; new goods entirely. Stop 
and see how pretty and how cheap.
Fruit Jars at Frank L. Beam’s.
The best Tea and Coffee in the city 
for the money, at Warner W. Miller’s 
Ask for our 30c Coffee and Sample Tea 
at 25c per pound and be convinced.






Following is the list of unclaimed mail 
matter remaining in the Mt. Vernon Post- 
office for the week ending last Monday :
Miss July Armentront, Basil Burroughs 
Jos Cannata, Mrs. W- 0. Cotton, Geo. W 
Foster, Mrs. Mary Garroway, Mrs. Harlow 
D. L. Harris, 7. Noble Jones, Kokosing 
Med. Co , Maurice Moxley, Rev. Lozier, C 
G- Miller, T.E. Pemberton, Henry T. Spell­
man, B. F. Sutton, Mrs. Juo. Wheeler.





• MOST. PERFECT MADE.
(\ pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Fre 
liom Ammonia, Alum or an> other adulterant.
40 YFLRS THE STANDARD.
LOCAL NOTICES.
The France Medical Institute.
The standing aDd reputation of the above 
named institute in both the professional 
and business world is too well and widely 
known to require any explanation at tlie 
present time. Dr. France aud hie colleag­
ues make a specialty of chronic diseases and 
diseases of the eye and ear, and as their suc­
cess in the treatment of these obstinate dis­
eases is becoming known to the citizens of 
Columbus and other cities of Ohio and ad­
joining antes, their practice is enormously 
increased. Dr. France ia an educated phy­
sician, devoted to bis profession and fully 
conscious of the great responsibilities in­
volved in the practice of medicine. Regard­
ing reference to patients cured, they never 
under any circumstances whatever give the 
names of patients to anyone as the majority 
of persons are very justly sensitive on such 
a subject. Consultation f-ea and confiden­
tial.
Dr. France, formerly of New Y’ork, now 
of The France Medical and Surgical In­
stitute, Columbus, Ohio, by request of many 
friends and patients, has decided to visit 
Mt. Veruon. Wednesday, Aug. 12 Con­
sultation and Examination Free and 8:1 ici­
ly Confidential in the Private Parlor of the 
Curtis House from 9 A. M. to 5 P. M. 
One day only.
THURSDAY, AUGUST 6.
Union Sabbath Schools and Business




An all day picnic of the free silver men 
of Knox county. Governor St. John 
will deliver an address on “Hard 
Times; the Cause and Remedy,” in 
the afternoon.
Admission, 5 cents.
Coal Oil Stoves at Frank L. Beam’s.
Corena Yeast—Something New!
A Perfect Yeast. Try it and be con­
vinced. Sold by
’ Warner W. Miller.
See the Big Bargains on Beam’s 10 
cent counter.
Hammocks and Porch Shades at 
Frank L. Beam’s.
For $ale at Once.
A fine new &>5<> Chickering piano 
(upright, octaves, latest improved 
scalej^tool and scarf to match, at less 
than half price for cash. Guaranteed 
for five years from Factory. Compelled 




You are suffering from the 
overindulgence of eating too 
much summer fruit, or have that 
“all gone” feeling of the stom­
ach, relief is found if you try
Green’s Diarrhoea Cure,
It is not only’ the best article 
for all round summer troubles, 
hut the most pleasant medicine 
on the market. It is composed 
of the best known ingredients 
for summer complaint, and has 
been on the market for 30 
years. Beware of imitations.





Fruit jars. Stone, glass 
Warner W. Miller’s.
Insectolene Powder is guaranteed to 
destroy Roaches, Bed Bugs, W ater Bugs, 
Moths aud Vermin of all kinds. Sold 
by Warner W. Miller.
Baby Carriages at Beam’s.
Linoleum, Oil Cloth and 
Shades at Frank L. Beam’s.
Window
MRS. C. H. REYNOLDS
or Crestline, Ohio, Recoin mends 
Wright’s Celery Capsules.
“Crestline, O., Abb. 23,1896.
To The Wrioht Medical Co.,
Columbus, O.
Gents—I have purchased a box of 
Wright’s Celery Capsules from Alliert 
H. Kinsey, Druggist, and used them for • 
Sick Headache and Constipation. I can 4 
truly’ say that one l>ox of your Capsules ' 
have done me more good than anything 
else I have ever tried. Yours very’ truly,
Mrs. H. C. Reynolds.*
An Interrupted 
Rhyme
With a palm-leaf fan 
And a big 'kerchief 
To the perspiration wipe,
He came into the store as hot as a 
boiled potato in an Irish stew, but—
A minute in time,
A nickel in cash
And a glass of Cherry Ripe,
And he left as cool as a cncnmber 
and qnite profuse in his expressions 
of gratitude.
There's no interruption to the 
stream of people who keep our 
soda fountain busy. They say 
that our Soda Is the best thing 
in town.
We are displaying the 
largest line of seasonable 
novelties in Belts, Shirt 
Waist Sets, Silk Guards 
with Silver and Gold Slides 
ever brought to the city, at 
Fred A. Clough & Co.’s.
Jell Tumblers and Fruit Jars at Frank 
L. Beam’s.
Craft & Taugher,
East Side Public Sqnare.
Telephone No. 3G.
We are sellingKERR’S SYSTEM RENOVATOR
For that Tired Feeling.
It braces you, gives you an appetite,
ar.d is the Lest Liver and Stomach 
medicine on the market today.
Craft A Taugher
Km mm SPECIMEN







Disease Is like a 
railroad tralh. It 
has a regular way of 
coming and going 
and keeps on stead­
ily along a certain 
track. You can al­
most always tell how 
a disease starts, and 
where it will prob­
ably end. It won't 
go out of its way 
to oblige you any 
more than a locomo­
tive will. Disease 
usually begins when 
the appetite gives 
out—that’s the first 
warning whistle. 
Then the stomach 
and nutritive organs 
fail to supply good 
blood. The circula­
tion grows poor, thin
and tainted. Instead of carrying nourishment 
to the different parts of the body it carries 
poison, which settles at some point and eats 
away the tissues. According to where, it set­
tles it is called liver or kidney or skin dis- 
. ase—scrofula, erysipelas, eczema, or con- 
<Uniption if it settles on the lungs. It is all 
•one trouble : tainted blood; clear out this 
taint and build up the tissues with rich 
blood and the disease is stopped; side­
tracked ; it can’t go any further. No matter 
what the name of a disease is if it’s a blood 
disease, Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Dis­
covery will cure it by driving the poison out 
of the circulation and creating a new sup­
ply of healthy, red, life-giving blood to re­
vive and nourish the wasted tissues. It 
puts the digestion in order, invigorates the 
blood - making organs and builds firm 
healthy flesh. Consumption is a blood- 
disease. Don’t believe it can’t be cured! 
It is cured every day by Dr. Pierce’s Golden 
Medical Discovery.
Dear —I cannot say enough for your "Gol­
den MediHl Discovery." For two years my little 
boy suffered with lung trouble—first taking la- 
gnppe; second intermittent fever: third, lung 
trouble. For two years he coughed. The phy­
sician could do no good and I thought he must 
die. I was told to try Dr. Pierce’s Golden Med­
ical Discovery. I did. and before he had taken 
one bottle he began to mend and could eat a 
little. When he had taken four bottles he was 
■well and now is as stout as before.
Respectfully yours,
Proctor, Morgan Co., Mo.
Anti Placed in the Ohio State Uni­
versity Museum in Columbus-It is 
(lie Megalonjrx Jeffersonii, and the 
Only Animal Named for a President 
of the United States.
A Michigan farmer gave half a hog 
for a wife, and it is suspected that the 
man who took half a hog under such cir­
cumstances was himself the other half.
The Ideal Panacea.
James L Francis. Alderman, Chicago 
says: “I regard Dr. King's New Discovery 
as an Ideal Panacea for Coughs, Colds and 
Lung Complaints, having used it in my 
family for the last five years, to the exclu­
sion of physicians’ piescriptions or tbeir 
preparations."
Rev. John Aurgus, Keokuk, Iowa, writes: 
“I have been a Minister of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church for 50 years or mors and 
have never found anything so beneficial, or 
that gave me such speedy relief as Dr. King's 
New Discovery." Try this Ideal (Jough 
Remedy now. Trial Bottles Free at G R 
Baker & 8on’s Drug Store. 6
New South Wales is sweltering under 
the heat. In the Bourke district they 
have had.an average temperature of 113 
degrees in the shade for a fortnight.
MASS OF ULCERS
Four years ago, Mrs. Marking, of First
Street, Albany, N. Y., suffered from a 
mass of ulcers, which had eaten their 
wav to the bone. She used
DR. DAVID KENNEBY'S
FAVORITE REMEDY
and the ulcers all healed up, aud but a 
few scars left to show what she had suf­
fered.
•Sam Clille, the last surviver of the 
onco fashionable running footmen, died 
recently in London at the age of 93. 
Fifty four of his descendants saw him 
buried.
A Valuable Prescription.
Editor Morrison of Worthington. Iod 
"8un,” writes: "You have a valuable pre­
scription in Electric Bitten,aud I can cheer­
fully recommend it for Constipation and Sick 
Herdache, and as a geueral system touic it 
has no equal " Mrs Annia Stehle, 262, 
Cottage Grove Ave , Chicago was all run 
down, could not eat nor digest food, had a 
backache which never left tier and felt tired 
and weary, but six hotties of Electric Bit 
ters restored her health and renewed her 
strength. I’rices 50 ceu Is and $1 00. Get a 
bottle at G. R. Baker A Son's drug store.
6
London had 4.S45 lire alarms last year. 
There was an increase of more than a 
thousand fires over the average of the 
last ten years and of 223 over any pre­
vious year.






Congressman Joy, of Missouri, has a 
private secretory named Sweet. He is 
one of the most efficient secretaries of 
the large corps of private amanuenses in 
the house, and the two form a most 
harmonious combination as their names 
would suggest.
Lightning Hot Drops—
What a Funny Name!
Very True, but It Kllla All Pain. 
So.d Everywhere. Every Day-- 
Without Relief, There is No Pav'
“Every two hours a homicide is com­
mitted somewhere in Italy,” is the start­
ling way in which Baron Garofalo puls 
the fact that there are 4,000 homicides a 
year in his country, ten times as many 
as in France, and 35 times as many as 
in Denmark.
When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria. 
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria. 
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria. 
When site had Children, she gave them Castoria.
A centenarian who died recently in 
London had smoked steadily since he 
was fifteen years old. He began smok­
ing the year before Napoleon was drivpn 
hack from Moscow and kept it up till 
after Jameson surrendered at Krugeis- 
dorft’.
Wright’s Celery Tea regulates the 
liver and kidneys, cures constipation 
and sick headache. 25c at all druggists.
Owing to the breaking down of the 
copper tubes in the boilers of the torpedo 
l»oat destroyer Rocket, these tubes will 
be replaced by steel tubes, not only in 
the Rocket, but in the Skate, Sturgeon, 
and Starfish also.
Wright's Celery Tea cures constipa­
tion. sick headaches. 25c At druggists
Gabul, in Afganistan has an arms fac­
tory a third of a mile long and 200 \ ards 
wide, that turns out 20,000 cartridges 
and fifteen rifles daily and four quick- 
firing field guns every week.
DON’T FOOL....
with your health—it's dangerous. 
Little sicknesses develop into chronic 
diseases and cause great suffering 
and frequently death. Most little 
sicknesses come from a liver out of 
gear. Be on the safe side and stop 
the trouble at ones with Smith’s
Bile Beans
25c. per bottle AU druggists
The spade that IL IL Holmes used in 
digging the grave of the Pietzel children 
in the cellar of a Toronto cottage was 
sold the other day to the agent of a Phila­
delphia dime museum for $75.
The animal named in the title of this 
article enjoys the unique distinction of 
being the only animal ever named by 
and for a president of the United 
States. Thomas Jefferson invented the 
»generic name, Megalonyx, while the 
specific name was given by Dr. Harlan, 
at a later date, in honor of Jefferson's 
discrimination and interest. The facts 
in regard to the discovery and proper 
classification of this animal are as fol­
lows:
In 1796, some bones of an extraordin­
ary nature were found in a cave in 
Greenbrier county, Va. They excited 
a great deal of curiosity and discussion 
and in some way came to the knowl­
edge of Thomas Jefferson, soon to be 
made president of the United States, 
whose interest in all the facts of nature 
was generally recognized. One of the 
most striking features of the cave relics 
was the enormous claws of the animal, 
which Jefferson, by an error that can 
1m? readily pardoned, mistook for the 
claws of a carnivorous animal, and up­
on them he established the name by 
which the animal is to be known as 
long as the world stands. The “small 
iAtin and less Greek" with which 
William and Mary college had equipped 
him was enough for the occasion. Two 
Greek words, in fact, sufficed and 
Megalonyx (great claw) emerged into 
the world of letters and of science.
President Jefferson acquired posses­
sion of the remains and presented them 
to the newly established American 
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, 
which was at the time the most author­
itative scientific center of the country. 
These bones still remain in the posses­
sion of the Academy of Sciences in the 
ba me city.
Subsequent study by the naturalists 
of 1‘hiladelpnia soon established the 
fact that the great claws and associated 
bones belonged, not to a carnivor®, but 
to some representative of the strange 
and aberrant group in which the sloths 
of South America are included. The 
specific name Jeffersonii was very prop­
erly added at a later date in honor of 
the President, the anniversary of whose 
birth happens to fall on this very day, 
April 13th.
So much for the name; but what has 
all this Vo do w^th the State Uni­
versity? Only this, that a mount­
ed skeleton of Megalonyx was 
set up in the museum to-day, and 
further, that this skeleton is the only 
one in the world. The University 
museum has this great distinction, that 
it contains the first and only complete 
skeleton of one of the most interesting 
animals of postglacial time.
The history of the skeleton can be 
told in few words. In the fall of 1890, 
a number of farmers in Benton town 
ship. Holmes county, combined to dig 
a ditch which would drain a swamp of 
300 acres, more or less, in which they 
were severally interested. In Decem­
ber the ditch had reached the land of 
Abraham Drushell, and the cutting 
was going on successfully through four 
to six feet of black, peaty earth, which 
covered a foot or two of shell inarl, 
when the workmen were greatly sur 
prised by unearthing some large bones 
of unfamiliar pattern. The greatest 
interest was awakened among the 
farmers engaged in cutting the ditch, 
and among their neighbors also. Some 
of the bones, including several claws, 
were carried to Millersburg, and the 
right interpretation was at once put 
upon them there by Mr. W. S. Hanna, 
the prosecuting attorney-of the county. 
He pronounced them the bones of a 
Megalonyx.
Extravagant ideas of the money 
value of the discovery got possession 
of the farmers’ minds and nothing 
could be done for some years toward 
gaining possession of them for science. 
At last, in the summer of 1S95, through 
the public spirit and kind assistance of 
Mr. W. S. Hanna, reinforced by appeals 
from Gov. Campbell, Judge Pomerene, 
President Canfield and several mem­
bers of the board of University trus­
tees, Mr. and Mrs. Drushell consented 
to the transfer of their rights to the 
University. They received a fair price 
for the bones, but it is only justice to 
them to say that it was the public in­
terest of the transaction that com­
manded their assent at last. They 
would not have parted with the won­
derful remains of which they had come 
into possession except to place them 
where they interest and instruct a 
larger number and be preserved safe 
for the years to come. Mr. and Mrs. 
Drushell deserve this honorable men­
tion. An equal or still larger share ol 
credit belongs to Mr. Hanna for the in­
terest he tool* in securing this remark­
able fossil for science and the state.
The bones were shipped in Septem­
ber last to Ward’s Natural Science es­
tablishment in Rochester, N. Y., to be 
mounted. While the Holmes county 
find contained a larger number of 
bones than any other single discovery 
on record, the skeleton was still but 
fragmentary. Not more than one-fifth 
of the total number of bones was pres­
ent, but this fifth included many of the 
larger and more important ones, so far 
as determinations of size and propor­
tions were concerned.
To complete the restoration, the re­
sources of the museums of the country 
were put under requisition. First and 
foremost the hiatorioal material of the 
Academy of Sciences in Philanelphia 
was studied. The head of our mega­
lonyx is copied from the head in the 
possession of the Academy. The shoul­
der girdle was also drawn, in large 
part, from the same source.
The pelvis of a younger specimen was 
discovered in Big Bone eave, in Ten­
nessee, about four years since, and is 
the first and only example on record of 
this part of the skeleton. It is now in 
the possession of Vanderbilt univer­
sity, Nashville, Tenn. With great lib­
erality Prof. J. M. Safford, of that in­
stitution, kindly loaned this invaluable 
specimen for study and for use as a 
model in the making up of our skel­
eton.
Our megalonyx is thus seen to have 
grown, like the forms that the prophet 
saw in the valley of vision, from many 
and widely scattered fragments. Our 
original material belonged to a some­
what larger animal than any hereto­
fore discovered—certainly it was ma­
ture and full grown.
A grateful task remains—to render 
due honor to the generous friend and 
patron of the university, to whose lib­
erality this unique and almost price­
less contribution to science is due.
, Emerson McMillin sought out this 
object of scientific interest and took 
the initiative at every step. It was by 
him that it was made possible to utilize 
the public spirit of the persons already 
named. He bore the entire expense of 
purchase, mounting and transporta­
tion, which falls but little short of 
81,000.
The Ward establishment of Roches­
ter has done an excellent piece of work 
in the /estoration and mounting of our 
Megalonyx—a work that no other es­
tablishment or institution on this 
side of the Atlantic could venture up­
on.
To give an account of what this re­
markable animal really was, of its mi­
gration to Ohio, of the conditions un­
der which it lived here and of its date, 
all this is clearly “another story” and 
must not be entered upon at this time.
It is well enough to remember that 
the first skeleton of Megalonyx Jeffer­
sonii ever put together was set in its 
place in the museum of Orton Hall by 
a happy coincidence, on the annivers­
ary of Jefferson’s birthday, April 13, 
1896. . - . .
both ituacfftu and teachers win 
Stimulated to do the host work of which 
they are capable.
Abstract of an Address Before the StU' 
dents of the College of Agriculture. Ohio 
State University, by Dr. A. C. True, Dll 
rector of Experiment Stations, United 
States Department of Agriculture, Wash­
ington, D. C.
A million dollars is annually paid 
from the Treasury of the United States 
to the state colleges established under 
the land grant act of 1862, and three- 
quarters of a million more to the agri­
cultural experiment stations establiah- 
ek under the act of 1887. The land grant 
act provided for the organization of 
colleges on a broad basis, and in a 
number of states these have developed 
into State universities. Under the 
Hatch aet the experiment stations are, 
with a few exceptions (as in*Ohio), de­
partments of the land grant colleges.
In a general way, therefore, it may be 
said that the United States has a large 
interest in th» proper development of 
the State universities.
In order that we may clearly see 
what the university should do for agri­
culture, let us consider in a brief way 
what are the essentials of a modern uni­
versity. The term university, as ap­
plied to institutions established in Eu­
rope in the middle ages, had a relative­
ly narrow meaning, but this has broad­
ened as the range of human knowledge 
has increased. In its widest applica­
tion to-day it signifies an institution 
for higher education in which there 
are opportunities for learning and re­
search in a great variety of different 
branches of knowledge. The univers­
ity treasures all the acquisitions of 
knowledge which man has made, while 
it reaches out after new facts and ideas.
The university follows thought out to 
the furthest loaits of the abstract, but 
it also com<*s back to examine into that 
which is most concrete. The univers­
ity ojens the way of the student to the 
highest altitude of human sentiment 
and energy but it also points out to 
him the paths of usefulness among the 
lowliest of earth.
So great and extensive are the needs 
of the modern university that it is be­
coming more and more apparent that 
the state alone can furnish it with ade­
quate means for its support. Moreover 
the state university is the natural head 
of the public school system. The rapitl 
increase in the revenues and students 
of the state universities in the Central 
states within the past few years indi­
cates that the people are coming to see
that there is a wise economy in concen- jurious insects, 
trating the higher education in great -1 Free Scholarship, good
AN OPPORTUNITY FOR AN EDU 
CATION.
A Grand Chance for Earnest, Energetic 
Young Men and 
in Agriculture, Dairying, Horticulture 
and Domestic Science—Each County In 
Ohio Entitled to a Free Scholarship.
The Ohio State university offers
“short courses” of instruction in agri­
culture and horticulture, and domestic 
science. These courses are especially 
designed for young men and women 
who have had some practical experi­
ence upon the farm or in the household 
and now wish to prepare themselves 
for special work in stock raising, dairy­
ing, gardening, fruit growing, floricul­
ture, cooking, sewing, ete.
Each course occupies two years be­
ginning September 14, and is estab­
lished to meet the wants of those who 
have neither time, means, nor prepara­
tion for a full college course. The 
first year is devoted mainly to a study 
of the elementary principles, and appli­
cation of chemistry, physics, geology, 
botany and entomology, together with 
some mathematics, hygiene and phys­
ical training or cadet service. These 
subjects prepare the student for the 
more practical work of the second 
year.
The college of agriculture has a large 
farm with a well-equipped milk dairy, 
poultry house, orchards, green houses, 
etc., affording excellent means for 
practical instruction, as well as for 
earning money with which to pay 
board, room-rent and other expenses.
The farm is supplied with much of 
the most improved machinery and has 
many facilities for carrying on investi­
gations in feeding aud managing live 
stock, and in growing the various farm 
crops.
The thresher, feed cutter, grinder 
and other machinery are driven bj’ 
electric power. The dairy laboratory 
is furnished with all the best mod­
ern apparatus for testing and pas­
teurizing milk, and making butter and 
cheese.
About twenty acres are devoted to 
orchard and gardens. Two vegetable 
forcing houses and two pipe-heated 
hot-beds supply good opportunities for 
instruction and training in the forcing 
of vegetables during the winter. In 
the department of Entomology partic­
ular attention is paid to useful and in-
A Hot llaili Brings Sleep.
[Ladies Horae Journal.]
Suppose a person be tired out from 
overwork of any kind, to leel nervous, 
irritable, and worn, to be absolutely 
certain that bed means only tossing tor 
hours in an unhappy wakefulness. We 
all know the condition of the hotly and
Women—short Course* ntind. Turn on the hot water ill the 
bathroom and soak in the hot bath un­
til the drowsy feeling comes, which will 
be in about three minutes; rub yourself 
briskly with a coarse Turkish towel until 
the body is perfectly dry and then go to 
bed. You will sleep the sleep of ihe 
just and rise in the morning wondering 
how you could have felt so bad the night 
before. The bath has saved many a one 
from a sleepless night, if not from a se­
vere headache the next day.
institutions with ample resources.
In its organization the university 
may be said to include two great classes 
of departments—(1) departments of ac­
quired knowledge, and (2) departments 
of research. I wish briefly to consider 
what the university should do for 
agriculture in each of these depart­
ments. There have been movements of 
late to segregate agricultural educa­
tion and research, as if it would be an 
advantage to agriculture to be by itself 
in its relations to higher* education. 
No good reasons for this separation 
have, however, been advance '. Speak­
ing broadly, agricultural education and 
research, at least in their higher 
phases, touch so many lines of science, 
which as a matter of course will be 
represented in the university, that as a 
rule proper facilities for agricultural 
work will be provided in close 
relations with other departments 
of scientific effort. Moreover, the 
trend of our times is wholly in the di­
rection of concentration of the higher 
education and research in all lines in 
elaborate and highly organized insti­
tutions. The university will therefore 
naturally have (1) a college of agricul­
ture, and (2) an agricultural experi­
ment station, or in other words depart­
ments of instruction and of research in 
agriculture.
The college of agriculture should 
give systematic instruction in the facts 
and principles of the science and prac­
tice of agriculture, combined with the 
teaching of natural sciences, mathe­
matics, languages, and such other 
branches as may properly form a part 
of a scheme of education which will 
make the course in agriculture equal 
to that given in other colleges of the 
university to students of the same at­
tainments at entrance. The college of 
agriculture will mainly differ from the 
other colleges of the university in that 
the science of agriculture will tie the 
chief motive of the instruction given 
therein. The science of agricul­
ture is one of those complex 
sciences of our day, like meteorology 
or geography, which take the facts and 
principles offered by many sciences and 
construct from them an organized body 
of truth having special composite fea­
tures appropriately grouped. When 
the foundation for the study of agri­
cultural science has been properly laid 
by training in preliminary branches 
and the subject matter of agricultural 
science has been properly laid by train­
ing in preliminary branches and the 
subject matter of agricultural science 
is considered by the student under the 
guidance of competent teachers it is be­
lieved that the course in agriculture 
will impart solid culture and scientific 
mental activity of a high order. It is 
perhaps needless to suggest that the 
best pedagogic methods, as worked out 
for the other sciences, must he adopted 
in the teaching of agriculture if the 
best results are to be reached. College 
instruction in agriculture, as in other 
branches, is necessarily intended only 
for the relatively few whose abilities 
and opportunities permit them to take 
extended courses of instruction. More 
elementary instruction in agriculture 
should be and will be provided in 
lower schools connected with the pub­
lic school system. The colleges of agri­
culture should traiu the leaders in 
agricultural progress, and evidently 
well-trained men will be required to 
solve the problems already crowding in 
upon our agriculture. The college of 
agriculture should, however, extend its 
influence far beyond the limits of its 
own leeture rooms and laboratories. 
Through publications, farmers’ insti­
tutes, courses of home reading for 
farmers, traveling schools in dairying 
and other forms of university exten­
sion it should clearly prove to the agri 
cultural masses that its sympathies are 
with them and that it will do all with­
in its power to help them in their daily 
struggle with the forces of nature. 
Universities are just beginning to real­
ize that they have a duty to perform 
among the common people; that they 
must not only maintain a bright and 
steady torch of knowledge within their 
own enclosures, but also carry the 
torch out into the world aud let its 
beneficent rays gladden the eyes of 
weary toilers in the busy haunts of 
average industrj-.
The agricultural experiment station, 
considered as the department of orig­
inal research in agriculture connected 
with the university, should seek for 
new truth as related to agriculture. 
Its business is to patiently collect and 
classify facts, ascertain principles, and 
devise new processes and appliances. 
Its ultimate aim should be intensely 
practical, but its methods should be 
strictly scientific. In agriculture, as 
in medicine, the only hope for import­
ant advances in practice is along the 
lines of scientific research. What such 
scientists as Pasteur, Koch and Behr­
ing have done to improve the practice 
of medicine, the workers in our exp?ri- 
inent stations, if properly trained and 
equipped, may be able to do for agri­
culture. Already those stations have 
had the highest success and the best 
support which have been most faithful 
in their adherence to scientific princi­
ples and methods.
The experiment stations in this coun­
try have a great opportunity to show 
what may be done by an organized ef­
fort of science to help the farmer. The 
idea of organized effort in science as 
in the arts is comparatively new. Edi­
son has shown what may be done by 
systematic concentration in a scientific 
way on the problem of electricity as 
applied io arts. Something similar may 
be accomplished if the scientific 
workers in our exp rimeut stations 
will combine to attack the problems of 
agriculture.
Thus far the supply of trained men 
for researches in agriculture in this 
country is inadequate to meet the real 
demand. There is, therefore, great en­
couragement for students to pursue 
thorough courses of agricultural 
science in our colleges, and for univer­
sities to maintain departments of origi­
nal research in agriculture in.^-hi h
for the short 
course in agriculture, or the prepara­
tory or freshman years of the four- 
years’ eourse in agriculture or the four- 
years’ course in horticulture or forestry 
is granted to one student annually from 
each county in Ohio. Each scholar­
ship is valid for two years from its date, 
and covers all college dues, (i. e., inci­
dental and laboratory fees.)
The appointments to these scholar­
ships are made by the county agricul­
tural societies, and are not transfer­
able by the appointees. To learn 
whether the scholarship of a given 
county has been granted, inquiry 
should be addressed to the secretary or 
president of the society of that county.
If the young men and women of Ohio 
could only know the advantages pro­
vided for their education by the Ohio 
State University in these “short 
courses,” the number of students would 
be greater than the present buildings 
would accommodate.
It is scarcely possible in a brief news­
paper article to convey any adequate 
idea of the opportunity here presented. 
The advantages can not be compared 
to those of any other college in the 
state, for this kind of instruction is not 
given elsewhere in Ohio.
The aim throughout is to meet in a 
helpful way the most urgent needs of 
earnest young men and women of mod­
erate means and to furnish them the 
training that will best fit them for the 
practical activities of life.
Circulars containing full informa­
tion will he sent to any address upon 
application to Prof. William It. Lazen- 
by, Columbus, Ohio.
HOT WEATHER.
Dimniivk. the elephant catcher, says 
that but 25 white elephants have been 
caught since the beginning of the Chris­
tian era.
Six weeks ago I suffered with a very 
severe cold; was almost unable to speak. 
My friends all advised me to consult a 
physician. Noticing Chamberlain’s 
Cough Remedy advertized in the St. 
Paul Volks Zeitung I procured a bottle, 
and after taking it a short while was en­
tirely well. I now mos. heartily recom­
mend tiiis remedy to anyone suffering 
with a cold. Wm. Keii., 67S Selby Ave., 
St. Paul, Minn, For sale by druggists.
“Jack the R'pper” is the subject of a 
new opera about to be produced at Ver­
ona, music and words by an Italian 
named Gioma.
Seidlitz powders must not be made too 
strong in England. A druggist hius just 
been fined for overdosing the people of 
Brentford.
Women who are weak and nervous, 
who have no appetite and cannot sleep, 
find strength and vigor in Hood’s Sarsa­
parilla.
England has to import her pheasants 
now; an order for 50.000 old English, 
dark-necked live pheasants has been 
set to Hungary.
United States Marshal W. E. Mason, 
of Columbus, and W. L Moore, p<ist 
office inspector, arrived in Chillicothe 
Wednesday, with W. H. Croner, charged 
with using the mails for fraudelant pur­
poses. Croner sent circulars through 
the mails claiming to have fine dogs for 
sale, llis victims would make an ad­
vance payment for the animals and 
would never hear from Croner again. 
He never remained in one place, aud it 
was merely by accident that he was cap­
tured. lie was bound over to the Unit­
ed States grand jury in the sum of $5,- 
000, and was taken to Columbus.
Since 187S there have been nine epi­
demics of dysentry in different parts of 
the country in which Chamberlain’s 
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy 
was used with perfect success. Dysentry, 
when epidemic, is almost as severe and 
dangerous as Asiatic cholera. Hereto­
fore the be6t efforts of the most skilled 
physicians have failed to check its rava­
ges, this remedy, however, has cured the 
most malignant cases, both of children 
and adults, and under the most trying 
conditions, which proves it to be the best 
medicine in the world for bowel com­
plaints. For sale by druggists.
A Rockford, Ills., man is suing the gas 
company for damages because gas escap­
ing from a main in the street has killed 
five of his shade trees.
John Rice, of Lima, has been arrested 
for setting fire to the building in which 
his shoe shop was located, last July, for 
the insurance money.
SAY
An Easy Way to Keep Corn fori able.
It is only through food that the human 
body is sustained. Food makes good 
blood if it is properly digested. The I 
proper operations of the organs of the ' 
body will be carried on perfectly as a 
rule if one will abandon the habits of 
tobacco, whisky, coffee, etc. Stomach 
quickly recovers itself and does its work 
correctly.
Those who find it hard to give up 
coffee can do so easily if they will use 
Poetum Cereal in its place. This is 
made of pure grains but looks and smells 
like fine coffee, while it only has the el e. 
ments of wheat, etc., which are nour­
ishing and fattening.
Postum Cereal is eminently the drink 
for hot weather as it contains al, the ele­
ments of food necessary for the body 
and helps one stand the nervous strain 
on the system during the heated term.
There is but one genuine original Pos­
tum Cereaf coffee, with a multitude of 
imitations, offered “just as good”
An Atlanta judge sent a man to jail 
under a heavy fine for beating his wife. 
The wife proceeded at once to pawn her 
jewels to get her husband out of jail, 
and is now abusing the judge.
Dig down to the cause of your sick­
ness, if you want to get well and stay 
well. Most likely it’s indigestion. The 
irritating poisons of fermenting, putrid 
food, left in the stomach by indigestion, j 
cause headache, neuralgia, nervousness, 
dizziness, stomachache, nausea, irrata- 
bility, and all other well-known symp­
toms of indigestion.
They also cause many pains and dis 
orders which are often laid to other 






PRODUCES THF. FINEST WORK 
1N THE CITY ? IT IS A FACT. TKY 
THEM AND SEE.
Phone 129. 222 8. Main.
JNO. D. TORREY, 
Manager,
BATHE THE BABIES.
Every Mother la Interested la 
the Sabjeet.
Be careful of the baby’s tender skin. 
Many soaps now used for washing 
children are positively harmful. Use 
“S-a-n-a-d-o-r Skin Soap.” It is made of 
pure vegetable oils. It is mild, sooth­
ing, allays irritation, prevents disease. 
S-a-n-a-d-o-r Skin Soap is the only non- 
poisonous antiseptic soap in the world.
It is the finest medicinal soap made. 
It is unsurpassed for the complexion. 
Keeps the skin tissues soft, pliable and 
in a healthy condition. Try it for all 
purposes of the toilet and bath. Price 
25 cents a cake. Prepared by S-a-n-a- 
d-o-r Medical Co., 10 and 12 Vande- 




Via “C. A B. LINE.”
Steamers “City of Buffalo,” (new) 
“State of Ohio” and “State of New York”
DAILY TIME TABLE.
SUNDAY INCLUDED AFTKE MAT 30- 
But as soon as the poisons are removed Lv.cieveland.7 jo p.m. | Lv. Buffalo, 7:30 r m 
Ar. Buffalo, 7:80 A M; | Ar. Cleveland, 7>3o A M
Central Standard Time.
all these symptoms and disorders dis­
appear, because there is nothing left to 
cause them. Nothing succeeds in this Take the “C. A B. Line" steamers and enjoy a refreshing night’s rest when enroute to Buffalo,
like Shaker Digestive Cordial, because it ifhanj? ’.Voo^sfands/oranTl^teraor^an"
prevents the undigested food from 
menting in the stomach and helps the 
stomach to digest its food.
Sold by druggists, price 10 cents to 
$1.00 per bottle.
fer_ dian point.
llally Exearslons Weekly Io .Niagara Falls.
Bend 4 cents postage for tourist pamphlet.
For further information ask your nearest Cou­
pon Ticket Agent, or address
W. F. HKKMAN, T. F. NEWMAN.






We Aim to Keep
Just What
The People Want!
Some of the things 
people aie asking for 
are mentioned below:
Good forGRADUATING DRESSES!
We sold from one to three gradu­
ating dresses a day last week. 
We will show you what the girls 
are buying if you step into our 
store.
Skirt Waists.
There is a stream of Shirt Waists 
from our cloak room to the street, 
passing out of our cloak room all 
the time. We have just the 
styles you want.
Sleeve Huttons and 
Shirt Waist Studs.
If you wear a Shirt Waist you 
need Sleeve Buttons and Studs. 
We have them from the cheapest 
to solid silver and gold, as you 
may wish.
Xeek Ties and Bows.
Shirt waists demand a tie of some 
kind. Ask for what you want— 
we have it.
diair Tidies.
Many ladies wonder where they 
can find Chair Tidies. Let the 
name Browning <fc Sperry conic 
before your vision when you are 
perplexed again.
No more shields worn in dresses. 
EUREKA Dress Protector and Corset 
Cover adopted at sight.
The Eureka Combined Dress Protec­
tor and Corset Cover has open pockets 
which hold light shields, which can be 
easily removed for laundering garment 
and as easily replaced. Always con­
venient. An absolute necessity for 




Tile People’s Dry foods Store.
LUMBER!
COAL!
OUR GRADES ARE THE 
BEST AND OUR PRICES 
THF] LOWEST in the city. 
CALL AND GET AN ES­
TIMATE ON THE LUM­




WE CAN SAVE 
YOU MONEY.
THE BEST GRADES OF
HARD and SOFT COAL
ALWAYS ON HAND.
James Patterson,
TKLKPIIOXK SO. 55, 
300-311 W. Gambier Street
Leave orders with Francis Evans,
B. & O. Express Office
LADIES
We have just received 
a new lot of
TRIMMED HA.T3 
AND BONNETS,
Also Ladies’ and Chil­
dren’sUNTRIMMED HATSAND TURBANS.
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
McGOUGH & DERMODY, 
The Milliners + + 
WARD BLOCK - - EAST VIXE STREET.
The COAST LINE to MACKINAC 






2 New Steel Passenger Steamers
The Greatest Perfection yet attained in Boat 
Con.Iruction — Luxurious Equipment, Artistic 
Furni.'uing, Decoration and Eltident Service, 
.lauriug ihe highest degTee of 
JOHFORT, SPEED AND SAFETY.
Fojr Trips per Week Between
CoJedo, Detroit ^Mackinac
PETOSKEY, “THE JOO,;t MARQUETTE,
AND DULUTH.
LOW RATE5 to Picturesque Mackinac and
Cciurn. including flcals and Berth*. From 
Cleveland, $18; from Toledo, $15; from Detroit, 
ii3.5O.
EVERY EVENING
Between Detroit and Cleveland
Connecting at Cleveland with Earliest Trains 
<o- all points Kist, South and Southwest and at 
Lu .roit lor all points North and Northwest. 
Sunday Trips June, July, August and September Only.
EVERY DAY BETWEEN
Cleveland, Put*in=Bay Toledo
3end for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address
A. A. SCHANTZ. o. w. DCTROIT, MICH.
Sehcll aud Cleveland Steam May. co.^TEVEaXN a co.,
• DKALEKtlN
Flour, Peed, Seeds, Poultry
Curtis Ware h >use. Lower Main street, 





Well all the Patent Medicine*








_________ _____ _ __ generative or-
bekore and AFTER USING, gans of cithei 
sex, such as Nervous Prostration, Failing or 
lost Manhood, Impotency, Nightly Emis 
sions, Youthful Errors, Mental worry, ex­
cessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which 
lead to Cor.sumption and Insanity. $1.00 
per box by mail; 6 boxes for $5.00. 
MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO., Prep's, Cleveland, Ohio. 
Sold at Ed. Dever’s. West Side Public Square.
HORSEMEN
SAVE YOUR STOCK 
BY USINO THE 
CELEBRATED
Morris’ English Stable Powder
For Lom of Api« tite,Constips«ion, Rough Hair, 
Hide Bound, and all Diseases of the Blood.
Price. 25c. per package.
Morris* English Stable Liniment
Cures Lamenes", Cuts. Bruises, Scratches, 
Galls, Sweeney, Spavins. Splint. Curb. *tc-
Price. 5Oc. per bottle.
Morris’ English Worm Powder
Warranted to cure say case of Worms in Horses 
Cattle, Sheep or Bo^s, also Pin W’ornis in Colts
Price, 5Oc. per box.
Craft’s Distemper and Cough Cure
A Specific for Distemper, Conjths. Colds. Heaves, 
Pink Eye. and all Catarrhal disease* of horse*.
Price, 50c. gl.OO per botUe.
Wells’ Hoosier Poultry Powder
Makes Hens Lay, cures Cholera, Gapes and 
Koup, aud keeps porltry healthy.
Pl ice. 35c. per package.
Every rejscly potrantied satisfactory or money 
refunded, (tur new book, “The Horse: His DistatiS 
and Treatment," mailed tree.
We 11a Mtvdicii ,e Co.. Iusfayette. link
For sale by, E D. Taylor & Co., Eagle
Pharmacy.
UALTDltfBE AA9 OHIO R. R. 
TIMR TABLE
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This train goes to Increased Business, Prosperity, 
Wealth, and Happiness. Change here for J J aid Times, 
Dissatisfaction and Poverty. Are you going on? If so, 
get right aboard, for the bell is ringing and we are about 
to start on a season of unequalled prosperity. If you 
don’t believe us, just take a look at the following goods 
and prices:
Ladies’ Stylish Oxfords.......................................................$ .75
“ Button Shoes........................................................  1.00
Ladies’ $.'» anil $4 plain toe, button, at...... $1, $1.25 aud 1.50
Men’s shoes from $1 upwards.
Misses’ button, plain toe, 75 cents, reduced front $2.
It will pay you to see these goods and prices.
u
One-Vrice Store.
IF YOU ARE THINKING OF HEATING YOUR House it would pay you to inquire into the merits 
of Hot Water Heating, the most economical and the 
most healthful known to science. If you are burning 
more than eight hundred pounds of hard coal to heat 
1000 cubic feet of ppace from the first of September to 
the first of May, we can put you right and save you 
money. We have had over thirty years’ experience in 
this line of business, and will not exp'riment at your 
expense.
Call or Write to
THOMAS CLARK,
Practical Plumber, 37 Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Headquarters for Iron Pipe and Fittings, aud all kinds 
of Plumbing Material.
In Latest Shades and Patterns,
Quality all That Could he Desired.
STYLE AND FIT CORRECT,
At Live and Let Live Prices,
A.. It. SIP E,
—Merchant Tailor and Gents’ Furnisher—
124 SOUTH MAIN STREET. ‘
“WHERE DIRT GATHERS, WASTE RULES.”
GREAT SAVING RESULTS FROM THE USE OF
SAPOLIO
Result in 4 weeks.
Sold at H. M. GREEN’S Drug Store.
RESTORE
LOST VIGOR
When in doubt what to use for Nervous Debility, Loss of Sexual Power (in either 
sex), Impotency, Atrophy. Varicocele and other weaknesses, from any cause, use 
Scxine Pills. Drains checked and full vigor quickly restored. If neglected, such 
troubles result fatally. Mailed anywhere, sealed, for |s.oo; 6 boxes for f5.00. With 
every f5 00 order we give a legal guarantee to cure or refund the money. Address 
PEAL MEDICINE CO., Cleveland. Ohio.
lOoctly
The Celebrated Specialist of the France Medical Institute
Will be at the CURTIS HOUSE, Mt. Vernon, Wed.
neuday, August 12, I89G, from 8 a. ni. to 5 p. in. 
ONI DAY OMI.Y.
WEST BOUND.
STATIONS. 7 3 47
Hl
17
(Eastern Tims) p ni a m p ni a ni
Lv.Washington DC 8 20 ...... ......
Lv. Wheeling........ 7 35 10 15 3 45
a m p m
“ Zanesville.......... 9 42 12 29 6 22 6 19
Lv. Newark....... .. 10 22 1 30 7 1C 7 10
p ni
Lv. Columbus......... 11 35 2 15 35 8 35
a m
“ Cincinnati......... 6 45 5 45 . ....... 12 25
a m p ni
Lv. Mt Vernon...... 11 17 2 20 8 06 9 10
p m 1
“ Mansfield ........ 12 12 3 30 9 31 10 24
Lr Sandusky......... 6 40 5 4f» a in 12 15
Lv Fostoria......  ..... 1 56 5 55 11 33 8 a5
j a m l p n •
Ar Chicago........... 9 CO 7 25 6 40
•Daily JStop on Signal. fDailyex.Sunday 
J. Van Smith, Gen’l Supt.
Chap.O. Hcull Gen’l PaaB’r Agent.
—THE—
C. I. & C. fil.
Sehetluh in effect IRav 
17, lSJHi.
South Bound.
Central Time. 2 28 38 8
Cleveland ...L'
a m p m pm Il III
8 10 8 00 1 40
Akron ............ 9 35 9 33 3 00
Orrville ........... 10 33 10 33 4 00
Millersburg .... 11 12 1! 16 4 40
Killbuck ....... 11 22 11 29 4 50
Brink Haven .. 11 49 11 56 5 17 5 45
Danville........... 1 58 f!2 06 5 26 5 54
Gambier............ 12 16 12 25 5 L5 6 12
Mt Vernon........ 12 4H 12 45 6 05 6 SO
Centrebnrg. .. 1 17 1 12 6 32 6 51
Snnbury .......... I 34 f 1 34 6 48 7 20
Westerville . 
Colnmbns.......Ar
1 52 1 52 7 05 7 38
2 15 2 14 7 30 8 05------------------ ----- pin hit pm am




Central Time. 3 27 35 J
Cincinnati.... Lv
am pm am pm
8 00 8 'X)
Colnmbns.... Lv 11 45 12 35 6 001 5 05
Westerville....... 12 09 1 06 6 27 5 33Snnbory ........... 12 25 I 1 26 6 44 5 51( entrebnrg .... 12 42 1 51 7 04 6 13Mt. Vernon .... 1 13 2 25 7 33 11 6 45Gambier.......... 1 28 2 40 7 47 7 00Danville.............. 1 46 f 2 59 8 i*4 7 20Brink Haven . 1 55 3 09 8 12 7 30Killbuck.............. 2 24 3 4! 8 43
Millersburg........ 2 36 3 55 8 53
Orrville .......... 3 2* 4 35 9 42 ArAkron................... 4 20 6 05 10 36




It« no Lv. 
7 00 
9 20 Ar.












t 2 40 
lp- m.
* Buns Dally, t Daily except Sunday, f Flag 
stop. | meals.
Where no time is given trains do not stop
Nos. 2 and 3 carry Parlor Cars between Cleve­
land and Cincinnati, Fare 25 cents between 
Cleveland and Columbus, or intermediate sta­
tions; 50 cent s bet ween Cleveland and Cincinnati, 
or intermediate stations. Soutli of Colurabns.
Nos. 27 and 28, carry Vestibuled Sleeping Cars 
between Cleveland and Cincinnati.
No- 27 has a Local Vestibuled Sleeper between 
Columbns and < leveland. and i nn be occopied 
by passengers after 8.00 p in. at the East end of 
the Union Depot.
No 23 hasa Local Vestibnled Sleeper between 
Cleveland and (’oluinbus. This Sleoperarrivee at 
Columbus at 2 15 a. m. and is set at the h ast end 
of Union Depot. Passengers can occupy their 
berths until 7 rfXla m.
No. 23 will stop to let off pnssengers South of 
Mt. Vernon.
For any information address
C. F. DALY.
Gen’l Pass. Agent, Cleveland.Ohio 
H C. PAItKEK, Traffic Manager.
ndianapolis, Ind
DR. FRANCE, PRESIDENT
FRANCE MEDICAL AND SURGICAL INSTITUTE,,
C8 & 40 W. Gav SL.block N.ol state House. Columbus,0. Incorporated,1886. Capitol,$300,000. 
DK. FRANCE, of New York, the well known and successful Specialist in Chronic Diseases
and Diseases of the Eve and Ear, on account of his large practice'in Ohio, has established the 
FRANCE MEDICAL INSTITUTE, vhere all forms of Chronic. Nervous and Private Disease* will be sue- 
cessljll, treated on the most Sc jntific principles. He is ably assisted by a full corps of eminent 
Phys-cians and Surgeons, each one being a well known specialist in his profession.
CTD A MPC has no superior in diagnosing and treating diseases and def< rmities.
I i\AAI M Acute and Chronic Catarrh, Diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose. Throat
and Lungs, Dyspepsia, Bright’s Disease, Diabetes, Kidney, Liver. Bladder, Chronic Female 
ind Sexual Diseases speedily cured by treatment that has never failed in thousands of cases 
liat had been pronounced beyond hope. Many people meet death every year who might have 
»eeii restored to perfect health had they placed their cases in the hands of experts.
□ Oc BOOK FREE. “The Medical Adviser” containing nearly one hundred 
’ages, a short history of PRIVATE DISEASES, advice to young and old—especially 
hose contemplating marriage, fally illustrated. Do not fall to improve the oppor- 
unity to obtain one of the moot valuable books which hae ever come within your 
each. This book will be sent to anyone free on receipt of postage. Address. 
)R. FRANCE, 38 West Gay Street, Columbus, Ohio.
YOUNG MEN—Who have become victims of 
olitary vice, that dreadful and destructive 
tabit, which annually sweeps to an untimely 
rrave thousandsof young men of exal’ed talent 
ind brilliant intellect,may call with confidence.
DR. FRANCE, after years of experience, has dis­
covered the greatest cure known for weakness 
in the back and limbs, involuntary discharges, 
impotency, general debility, nervousness lan­
guor, confusion of ideas,’ palpitation of the 
heart, timidity, trembling, dimness of sight,or 
giddiness, diseases of the head, throat, nose, or 
skin, affections of the liver, lungs, stomach, or 
bowels^-those terrible disorders arising from 
the solitary vice of youth—and secret practices, 
b.ighting their most radiant hopes or anticipa­
tions, rendering marriage impossible. Take 
one candid thought before it is too late. A week 
or month may place your case beyond the reach 
of hope. Our method of treatment will speedily 
aud permanently cure the most obstinate case, 
and absolutely restore perfect manhood.
TO MIDDLE-AGED MEL1.—There are many from 
the age of 30 to 60 xho are troubled with fre­
quent evacuations of the bladder, often accom­
panied by a slight burning or smarting sensa­
tion, weakening the system in a manner the 
patient cannot account for. On examination of 
the urinary deposits, a ropy sediment will be 
found, or the color will be a thin or milkisli hue. 
There are many men who die of this difficulty, 
ignorant of the cause, which is a second stage 
of seminal weakness. We will guarantee a 
perfect cure in all such cases, and a healthy 
restoration of the genito-urinary organs.
spec
partment, thoroughly organized, and devoted 
exclusively to the treatment of diseases ot 
women. Every case consulting our specialists, 
whether by letter or person, is given the most 
careful and considerate attention. Important 
cases land we get few which have not baffled the 
skill of all the home physiciaus) have the bene­
fit of a full couucil of skilled specialists. In 
treatment of diseases peculiar to females, our 
success has been marked, over two-thirds of 
our patients being ladies, old, young, married, 
single, rich'and poor. Our method is entirely 
free from objectionable features of the general 
practitioner, namely, “Local treatment.” We 
seldom find it necessary. We prepare remedies, 
constitutional and local, as the case demands, 
and instruct ladies how to treat themselves.
MARRIAGE.—Married persons, or young tneu 
contemplating marriage, aware of physical 
weakness, loss of procreative p’wrrs, impotency 
or anyotherdisqualifications, speedily restored.
PRIVATE DISEASES.—Blood Poison, Venereai 
Taint, Gleet, Stricture, Seminal Emissions, 
Loss of Sexual Power, Weakness of Sexual 
Organs, Want of Desire in Male or Female, 
whether from imprudent habits of youth or 
sexual habits of mature years, orany cause that 
debilitates the sexual functions, speedily and 
permanently cured. Consultation free and 
strictly confidentiaL Absolute cures guaran­
teed. Medicines sent free from observation to 
all parts of the United States.
EPILEPSY OR FITS—Positively cured by a new 
and never-failing method. Testimonial* fur­
nished.
FREE EXAMINATION OF THE URINE.—Each person applying for medical treatment should 
send or bring from 2 to 4 ounces of urine (that passed first in the morning preferred), which will 
receive a careful chemical and microscopical examination, and if requested a written analysis 
will be given. Persons ruined in health by unlearned pretenders, who keep trifling with them 
month after month, giving poisonous and injurious con pounds, should apply immediately Delays arc dangerous. ™
WONDERFUl RIIRF^ .PerfAStedx-° o,d cases wh,chJ aTe been neglected or vnskillfully 
VTUnULfllUL UUnLO treated. Noexpertments or f.ulures. Parties treated by mail or 
rxpress, but where possible, personal consultation is priferred. Curable cases guaranteed No risks incurred.
JW’Cases and correspondence confidential. Treatment sent C. O. D. to any part of D S 
oLy Ohio. Address’ with P°sta^’ DR‘ w- FRANCE, No. 38 West
CONSULTATION FREE AND STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL 
IN HIS PRIVATE ROOMS AT THE
Curtis House, Mt. Vernon, Wednesday, August 12, f o' 8 a 
m. to 5 p m. ONE DAY ONLY.
